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ABSTRACT 

According to official UN estimations, the intense urbanization process recorded in the last fifty years 

tends to intensify during the next half century. Moreover, the projections suggest that megacities - 

agglomerations with more than 10 million inhabitants - has the highest growth rate among the urban 

agglomeration categories. In addition, the prediction suggests that the number megacities should reach 

the mark of forty-one in 2030, most of them in developing countries. Megacities are, by essence, 

complex and diverse environments. Consequently, mobility patterns are also complex, significantly 

different from the other urban agglomerations categories behaviour. Nevertheless, it requires a transport 

infrastructure with high-capacity services, competitive, and diverse, offering to the commuters’ 

alternatives and the opportunity choice. 

The recent motorization rates increase and the remarkable urbanization patterns change are a current 

trend for some researchers. According to some authors, as a result of this double fusion, cities become 

more auto-dependent and distant from sustainable goals. In order to avoid such urban pathology, some 

planners advocate for a new urban development approach and restrictive measures to decrease private 

transportation. In this context, this thesis proposes to study how the mobility patterns change in 

accordance to contemporary urban trends and the introduction of the automobile and high-capacity 

public transport. The analysis is structured based on the comparison between megacities which 

implemented high-capacity public transport on different urbanization phases, as well as the intrinsic 

consequences. 

Thus, the study selected nine megacities with high capacity public transport service and distinct socio-

cultural features and backgrounds. In order to achieve the urbanization differences and the absence of 

the automobile, the case studies were divided into three groups: (a) cases developed exclusively by 

public transport; (b) cases developed either by private transport and high-capacity public transport; (c) 

cases developed by private transport and low-capacity public transport. 

Due to the complexity of megacities and the involving mobility patterns literature, this research proposes 

a macroeconomic and conservative analysis. The theoretical support approach urban planning debate, 

the mutual influence between land-use and mobility patterns, the public transport infrastructure impacts 

on the urban form, and dynamics that influence the elasticity of demand. The study set of variables 

selection was guided by the theoretical framework and conditioned by case studies availability of data. 

The methodology is composed by three progressive parts: bivariate correlation, linear regression, and 

elasticity of demand. The first part seeks to distinguish variables with and without significant correlation. 

This part discussed only data without significant correlation to the 0.01 level. The second part consists 

of the bivariate regressions analysis from correlations with greater relevance. When necessary, the 

values for the elasticity of demand, standard deviation and averages are presented. 

The main results suggest to find similar ground to some of the current mobility patterns debate and the 

correlation with the urban environment. This study results highlight the following findings: (a) land-use, 

socio-economic, the urbanization process with or without automobile, and earlier or late high-capacity 

public transport implementation suggest no influence to change public and private transport mode share 

in megacities. (b) the high-capacity public-transport mode share increases in accordance to the 

increasing of the network; nonetheless, HCPT coverage area expansion suggests no influence to both 

public and private transport modes. 

 

KEYWORDS: megacities, urbanization, competitiveness, public transport, private transport. 
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RESUMO 

Segundo as estimativas oficias da ONU, o intenso processo de urbanização registrado nos últimos cin-

quenta anos tende a se acentuar durante a próxima metade de século. Além disso, as projeções indicam 

que dentre as categorias de aglomerados urbanos, o grupo das megacidades – aglomerados com 

população superior a 10 milhões de habitantes – apresenta a maior taxa de crescimento. De acordo com 

as previsões, deve-se atingir a marca de quarenta e uma em 2030, das quais a maioria estarão em países 

em desenvolvimento. Megacidades são, por essência, ambientes complexos e diversos. Consequen-

temente, os padrões de mobilidade são igualmente intrincados, com comportamento sensivelmente 

diferente das demais categorias de aglomerados urbanos. Não obstante, exige-se uma infraestrutura de 

transportes com serviços de alta capacidade, competitividade e diversidade, oferecendo além de 

alternativas, a oportunidade para a livre escolha. 

O recente aumento dos índices de motorização e a evidente mudança dos padrões de urbanização tem 

recebido a atenção de parte dos pesquisadores. De acordo com alguns autores, como resultado dessa 

dupla fusão de eventos, as cidades tornam-se dependentes do uso automóvel e distantes dos objetivos 

sustentáveis. A fim de evitar essa patologia urbana, defendem novas abordagens para o desenvolvimento 

urbano e medidas restritivas ao automóvel. Nesse âmbito, esta dissertação propõe investigar de que 

maneira a evolução dos padrões de mobilidade se condicionou às mudanças contemporâneas. A análise 

é estruturada a partir da comparação entre megacidades que implementaram os serviços de transporte 

público de alta capacidade em diferentes processos de urbanização e quais as suas consequências. 

Assim, foram selecionadas nove megacidades com serviço de transporte público de alta capacidade e 

que são distintas em suas características socioculturais. Para cumprir as diferenças de urbanização e a 

ausência do automóvel, os casos de estudo foram divididos em três grupos: (a) casos desenvolvidos 

exclusivamente pelo transporte público; (b) casos desenvolvidos tanto pelo transporte privado como por 

público de alta capacidade; (c) casos desenvolvidos por transporte privado e público de baixa capacidade. 

Devido à complexidade das megacidades e da literatura envolvendo os padrões de mobilidade, esta 

pesquisa propõe uma análise macroeconómica e conservadora. Os fundamentos teóricos abordam o 

debate sobre o planejamento urbano, a mútua influência entre o ambiente urbano e os padrões de 

mobilidade, os impactos da infraestrutura de transportes públicos na estrutura urbana e as dinâmicas que 

influenciam a elasticidade da procura. O conjunto de variáveis utilizadas para a análise foi orientada 

pelo enquadramento teórico, sendo condicionada pela disponibilidade dos dados dos respetivos casos 

de estudo. A metodologia adotada é composta por três partes progressivas: correlação bivariável, regres-

são linear e elasticidade da procura. A primeira parte pretende distinguir as variáveis com e sem corre-

lação significativa. Nessa etapa são discutidos os dados sem correlação significativa ao nível 0.01. A 

segunda parte é constituída pela análise de regressões bivariáveis das correlações com maior relevância. 

Quando necessário, são calculados os valores para a elasticidade da procura, desvio padrão e médias. 

Os principais resultados apresentam conformidade com parte do atual debate sobre os padrões de 

mobilidade e sua correlação com o espaço urbano. Pode-se destacar as seguintes evidências: (a) as 

questões da forma urbana, socioeconómicas, os diferentes processos de urbanização com e sem 

automóvel e da implementação dos transportes de alta capacidade parecem não condicionar a utilização 

do transporte público e privado nas megacidades; (b) a utilização do serviço público de transporte de 

alta capacidade aumenta consoante a dimensão de sua rede; contudo, não apresentam influência na 

performance do transporte público e do privado. 

 

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: megacidades, urbanização, competição, transporte público, transporte privado. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1. OVERVIEW 

Since the second half of the twentieth century, urban planners and policy makers combine efforts to 

control cities undesirable suburbanization and decentralization. Critics blame modern cities shapeless, 

economic failures and excessive real estate speculation, social conflicts and unattractive aesthetic to the 

lack of public regulation over land-use and increasing use of private automobile. Moreover, defend that 

‘needless’ land consumption threats non-urban landscape, e.g. forests, farmland and open space, un-

deruses infrastructure and demand longer commute. As a result, air pollution and traffic congestion 

increases, driving current urban outcomes far from sustainable practices and environmental friendly 

trends. 

In order to avoid such development, programs and planning practices had proposed several restrictions 

on urban expansion, as well as automobile usage. The artificial building limit reduce housing choice and 

raise costs, affecting mostly low and middle-income population. In the other hand, overtaxing 

automobile usage, e.g. limiting parking space, fuel price regulations, and tolled highways, impose limit 

choice for urban mobility, affecting mostly middle and high-income population. While most affluent 

population find more easily housing units that please their taste, poor people become, if possible, more 

public dependent for affordable housing. Similarly, strong automobile restriction fuel individual 

behaviour changing and constrain a bigger population share to use public transportation and non-

motorized alternatives, demanding investments to avoid overcrowding and poor services. 

Government bodies and some non-governmental urban planning institutions, e.g. New Urbanism, and 

Smart Growth, defend a more restrictive urban development agenda, find more in the Smartcode booklet 

(Pinnell, 2009). In practice, New Urbanism and Smart planners propose an alternative point-of-view 

regarding the current living standard and mobility pattern, suggesting some behavioural changes to 

communities’. In other words, the authors define some planning strategies to approach undesirable urban 

targets, reducing population ability to choice and impose constrains to both living standards and mobility. 

Nonetheless, urban planning had struggle to minimize suburbanization and decentralization effects since 

the early years of urban development. Differently from the popularly spread fallacy, urban expansion is 

not a post-automobile USA cities pathology that others cultures should avoid. In fact, suburbanization 

causes and related restrictive laws and public policies are much older. The first Queen Elizabeth 

prohibited buildings on London surroundings in the sixteenth century. Centuries later, the Greater 

London Plan of 1944 imposed severe planning changes and controls over urban growth on outer areas, 

achieving no success (Sowell, 2011). 
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Additionally, sustainability planners denounce automobile as a catalyst for suburbanization, just as Duke 

of Wellington did to British’s passenger railroad pioneers for promoting “the common people to move 

about needlessly” (Jackson, 1987). Nevertheless, many critics blame current Los Angeles auto-

dependence but ignore the fact that, during the nineteenth century, the city expanded outwards supported 

mainly by the Pacific Electric Railways cable cars service. By that time, the real estate companies used 

to give prime values to proprieties located along the public transport corridors (Wachs, 1984). In 

accordance, New York, Paris, Tokyo and many other prosperous cities by that time also implemented 

railways, subways and buses, expanding urban borders throughout the countryside powered by the 

public transport engine. 

Recent studies suggest that both suburbanization and decentralization (Bruegmann, 2006; Clark and 

Kuijpers-Linde, 1994; Gordon and Cox, 2012; Guerra, 2014a; Susilo and Kitamura, 2008), as well as 

increasing levels of private motorization (Buehler, 2011; Dargay and Gately, 1999; Giuliano and Dargay, 

2006; Newman and Kenworthy, 2011) are common patterns in many distinct countries. Societies seem 

to behave similarly under increasing wealth and other socio-economic issues. Differences may concern 

to the intensity that changes happen – strongly relation to socio-economic development – and specific-

countries cultural features. The post-World War period has just speed up economic growth and whether 

urban and social changes. Concerning travel pattern, Newman and Kenworthy (1999) defended that 

overall post-war period establish a turning point defining the rise of the ‘auto city’ and the death of the 

‘transit city’. 

Hence, instead of restricting people’s freedom to choose – more public regulation and controlling 

measurements, this thesis focus on understanding how public transportation services can become more 

attractive and compete with others players on urban transportation market, and some macro dynamics 

on megacities transportation. This dissertation grounds on existing travel pattern, public transport 

elasticity and impact on urban form, towards understanding how urban environment and others factors 

influence public transportation performance. In addition, as complex and high capacity public transport1 

(HCPT) are usually related to huge urban agglomerations (Guerra, 2014b), only megacities with at least 

8 million inhabitants will be considered. Finally, due to the minor number of studies approaching 

megacities (Priester et al., 2013), this study proposes in first place an macro-economic analysis. By the 

end of the document, new questions should emerge and base further researches. 

1.2. MEGACITIES 

The research scope is limited to only megacities due to economic, demographic, technical and future 

urban projections reasons. First, in many countries it is common the concentration of both population 

and economic production in one or few cities. For example, Seoul, Republic of Korea capital’s and 

probably the most notable case, generates near one fourth of country’s overall Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) (OECD, 2012), as well as held almost half of national bank deposits (Yim, 2003). In accordance, 

only the city of Seoul accounts for one fifth of national population and the Metropolitan Area for near 

half. Cities tend to concentrate high Gross Value Added (GVA) economic production and attract more 

population and more high skilled labour force. As a result, land value is generally higher than on middle 

and small size agglomerations. In order to reduce housing and production costs and scarcity, megacities 

experience higher densities and more activity concentration than smaller urban agglomerations. 

On a technical perspective, great population and densities not only provides enough patronage for HCPT 

(Guerra, 2014b), e.g. expressways, subway, commuter rails and BRT, as it fuels high levels of traffic 

congestion. Further, congestion produces harmful collateral effects, e.g. increasing air pollution, 

                                                      
1 This study considers high-capacity public transport all urban services running over dedicated tracks and with a 

minimum of five minute of services gap during peak time, as well as commuter rail services. 
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delaying medical emergencies and accessibility to jobs and business, affecting overall city productivity. 

To avoid congestion deteriorating, investments should keep pace with urban growth and mobility pattern. 

In fact, the only way to solve congestion is through infrastructure upgrading and expansion. Moreover, 

megacities environment demand both roadway, e.g. automobiles and buses, and railway transportation 

system. Urban transportation alternatives would avoid a complete collapse of the traffic system, as well 

as increases service quality through market competition. 

Finally, the global urbanization and economic ‘boom’ registered during the second half of twentieth 

century may speed up through the next decades. Latest United Nations (UN) World Urbanization 

Prospect (WUP) (2014) forecasts that urban population percentage should achieve three quarters by 

2050. A more detailed evaluation gives a sharper image for the predicted demographic change. The 

world urban population should climb from actual 3.4 thousand of million (2008) to 6.75 thousand of 

million inhabitants, roughly doubling. If all expectations materialize, this substantial increase would be 

1.4 times greater than registered levels from 1961 until 2008. 

In addition, UN WUP (2014) reported two others remarkable predictions. First, indicates a pattern for 

the evolution of urban population distribution. Back in 1975, there were only three worldwide urban 

agglomerations with more than 10 million inhabitants, accounting for 3.5% of global population. 

Furthermore, all three cases consisted of only developed and high-income2 cities. This number raised to 

twenty-two in 2015 and now represents 9.4% (+5.9%) of total population, seventeen of them located on 

developing countries3. For the same interval, cities with less than 500 thousands decrease from 56.6% 

to 50.5% (-6.1%), 500 thousands to 1 million from 11.2% to 9.1% (-2.1%) and 5 to 10 million from 

7.7% to 7.1% (-0.6%) (UN, 2007). By 2030, estimation suggests a number of 41 urban agglomerations 

with more than 10 million inhabitants, the majority from global south and developing countries. Fig. 1 

indicates actual urban population distribution. 

 

Fig. 1 - Percentage of urban population residing in urban agglomerations by size of urban settlement, 1975, 2005 
and 2015. Source: UN WUP 2005. 

                                                      
2 High-income, middle-income and low-income countries classification in accordance to World Bank criteria 

based on GNI per capita. 
3 UN WUP 2007 (UN, 2007) evidences that former megacities grew much less than the average annual world’s 

rate (2.4 per cent) during 1975-2005. Following, early 20th century megacities grew a little less than average 

world’s rate while developing Asia experienced growth higher than 2.4 per cent. Finally, both developing and 

developed metropolis should experience a very low population growth, resulting in stagnation and urban stability. 
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Fig. 2 - Urban and rural population as proportion of total population, by major areas, 1950–2050. Source: UN 
WUP 2007. 

Urban projections mostly testify the running process of rapid urbanization in Asia and Africa, as well 

as low and middle-income countries. Fig. 2 illustrate past and predicted urbanization from 1950 to 2030 

on six major world areas. While Europe, Oceania, North America and Latin America and the Caribbean 

had already achieved almost four fifths of urban population, restraining urban growth to a minimal or 

stagnate level, Asia and Africa has enough ceiling to growth and urbanize. Data from the World Bank 

also confirms UN WUP projections. While world average annual rate of change in urban population has 

decreased from 3.11% (1950) to 2.05% (2015), the ratio regarding less developed or developing and 

more developed countries annual rate increased from 1.81 (1950) to 4.26 (2015) (World Bank, 2015). 

Consequently, global urbanization should witness the emerging of bigger agglomerations on regions 

with limited resources and intense socio-economic changing. 

Complementary, recent studies evidence that urbanization patterns should not differ largely from past 

decades. Some authors argue that jobs-housing dispersion, polycentrism and decentralization and in-

creasing of private automobile ownership are common urban development patterns (Bruegmann, 2006; 

Clark and Kuijpers-Linde, 1994; Dargay and Gately, 1999; Gordon and Cox, 2012). Hence, most cities 

tend to experience those patterns regardless of developed or developing status, as well as agglomeration 

size, cultural and historic differences. In fact, individual and cultural characteristics, historical 

framework and both private and public actions determine development intensity and advance. 
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1.2.1. PRE AND POST-AUTOMOBILE 

Transportation technology advance played an important role on reducing land transport costs and hence 

expanding cities boundaries (Bruegmann, 2006; Jackson, 1987; Sowell, 2011; Wolmar, 2009). The 

opportunity to live outside central area were a relevant factor for both urban and economic development. 

Most notable in nineteenth century cases, the growing working-class and poor population remained 

victims of central areas high densities problems (Bruegmann, 2006). Without modern infrastructure 

support, poor population had to get along with severe urban disabilities, e.g. human waste disgorged on 

public space; lack of sunlight and decent ventilation on small dwelling; water and air pollution4; prolif-

eration of several diseases and epidemics; raging fires5 and natural disasters6. 

 

Fig. 3 – Central cities population evolution and HCPT system opening. 

Note: The dots symbol represents the decade which HCPT service was introduced. 

Source: Population data. Tokyo and Osaka: Tokyo Statistical Yearbook. London: Office for National Statistics. New 

York: United States of America Census Report. São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro: Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e 

Estatística. Mexico City: Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía. Seoul: Seoul Statistics. Jakarta: Badan Pusat 

Stastistik. Delhi: Census of India. Bangkok: Thai National Population Census. HCPT opening data. Tokyo: East 

Japan Railway. Osaka: Osaka Municipal Transportation Bureau. London: Transport for London. New York: 

Metropolitan Transportation Authority. São Paulo: Companhia do Metropolitano de São Paulo. Rio de Janeiro: 

MetrôRio. Mexico City: Sistema de Transporte Colectivo. Seoul: Seoul Metro. Jakarta: Project for the Study on 

                                                      
4 Great Stink of London 1858 and Paris 1880. 
5 The Great fire of London 1666. 
6 Lisbon Earthquake 1755. 
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Jabodetabek Public Transportation Policy Implimatation Strategy in the Republic of Indonesia, JICA, 2012. Delhi: 

Delhi Metro Rail Company. Bangkok: Bangkok Mass Transit System. 

Initially, private horse-drawn carriages and better road infrastructures allowed particularly high-income 

population to commute longer and expand settlements on outwards areas, breaking the old urban demand 

for high densities and travel on foot (Bruegmann, 2006; Sowell, 2011; Wolmar, 2009). By that time, 

private transportation was expensive. Owning a horse require looking after, feeding and grooming, 

something that a small population share could afford (Wolmar, 2009). Moreover, similar to current 

automobiles, horse-based transportation had also some pollution problems. As an example: 

“The best estimate is that by 1830s, English towns had to cope with something like three million tons 

of droppings every year”.7 

In addition, the streets of nineteenth century New York shared similar behaviour: 

“Much of the muck followed from the still-unavoidable reliance on horses – forty thousand of them, 

who each working day generated some four hundred tons of manure, twenty thousand gallons of urine, 

and almost two hundred carcasses...”.8 

Differently from today’s critics, some nineteenth century cities experience urban growth and land ex-

pansion through almost exclusive public transportation. In spite of some informal public transportation 

running on the streets of London, there were no competing individual transportation mode. Horse-drawn 

buses and later urban railways and motorized-buses offered faster and cheaper urban transportation, 

allowing the working class to live farther from the city centre. For the first time, poor people no longer 

needed to live and work on the same district. Not surprisingly, as shown by Fig. 3, London more 

pronounced increasing rates of growth matches the opening of the Metropolitan Railway on 1863, as 

well as New York with the subway services in 1904. In accordance, Paris in 1900, Tokyo9 1885 (subway 

in 1927) and Buenos Aires in 1913 and other early twentieth century prosperous cities opened public 

transportation services to support suburbanization and longer commuting. 

In contrast, post-automobile megacities started running HCPT when agglomerations were much greater 

and presented a more intense growth rate. As evidenced by Fig. 3, among post-automobile megacities 

there is a slight delay pattern on population development and a more pronounced for HCPT starting. 

While some cities opened rapid-rail systems approximately in the middle of the development curve, 

others had start operating just near the population peak. Consequently, the greater the delay in 

implementing high-capacity services, the longer inefficient low capacity public transport10 (LCPT) 

services structured working-class commuting and hence suburbanization. In severely cases, public 

authority inertia to provide satisfying transportation services encourage people to cope with mobility 

problems by their own. In other words, recently available individual transportation and informal services 

had a more prominent role on commuting people outwards than registered before. 

Further, pre-automobile mildest urban development and the limited transport technology available by 

that time, at least compared to current technology, helped heavy commuter services to keep pace with 

the urban growth (Plotch, 2015; Wachs, 1984; Wolmar, 2009). Hence, as stated above, the mutual 

development between public transportation services and suburbanization becomes clearer. On the other 

hand, while some modern megacities had to pursuit an extremely rapid urban growth (Rolnik and 

                                                      
7 Wolmar (2009). 
8 Sowell (2011), pg. 20. 
9 Date referring to Yamanote elevated line opening. However, Tokyo had a particular urbanization development 

and high densities on central core are more related to building laws and other restraining policies (Sorensen, 1999). 
10 In contrast to previous HCPT concept, this study considers low-capacity public transport all urban services 

running without any dedicated tracks and with more than five minutes of frequency in peak-time. 
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Klintowitz, 2011; Villaça, 2012), e.g. Seoul, São Paulo, Mexico City, other cases started HCPT much 

later and no longer have the opportunity to pursued. For the latter, in order to recover the initial lethargy 

and track future growth rate, considerable amounts of public funds were addressed to high-capacity 

systems (Barter, 1999; BMPC, 2014; BTS, 2016; DMRC, 2015). However, this alternative is too far 

from the majority of developing economies reality. In general, commuter services tend to expanded in 

a slower pace, in accordance to the public budget and congestion demand. 

Finally, the overall increasing of congestion levels had affected other issues, such as air pollution. In 

order to reduce transportation-related GHG emission, several cities adopted car circulation restriction 

policies (Koh, 2004; Mahendra, 2008). Moreover, some studies suggests that in short-term, automobile 

restriction can reduce emissions, but in medium or long-term is inefficient and GHG levels back to the 

levels presented before (Davis, 2008; Lin, 2011). Equally, collateral effects such as congestion and 

automobile mode share reduction seem to behave in similar ways. Hence, public policies for car 

restriction needs complementary actions and the development of transportation alternatives. 

1.2.2. PRIVATE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ENTREPRENEURISM 

Since the nineteenth century, many private entrepreneurs started exploring a wide number of urban 

services, e.g. water distribution, public transportation, energy generation, etc. Initially, transportation 

services were largely privately operated, running through public concessions or partnerships and 

sometimes over government-regulated fares (Saes, 2009; Wolmar, 2009). Public transportation 

companies offered a wide range of services, since high capacity systems, e.g. subway and railway, to 

regular buses and minor feeder systems. Public transportation private entrepreneurism was quite 

common in most cities around the world, even in contrasting situations. London, New York and Tokyo 

shared the same singularities that wealthy growing cities like Los Angeles or inexpressive like São Paulo. 

As the two latter refers to medium and small scale cities – when public transportation system started 

running, operational services were restricted to low capacity system, e.g. streetcars, cable cars and 

regular buses (Tomasevicius Filho, 2002; Wachs, 1984). However, railway network was already 

available on almost every case, offering a fast means for mobility between cities and goods exchange. 

In most cases, this model had such success and was very profitable, allowing private companies to 

operate a wide number of urban public transportation services. However, during the first half of the 

twentieth century many private public transportation companies faced severe profit reduction, leading 

the majority to bankrupt and consequent nationalization. 

Some critics blame that intense jobs-housing decentralization and increase on private automobile use 

constitute the main factors for public transportation market share and total ridership reduction (Cervero, 

1998). In general, critics defend that lowering densities weakens overall public transportation 

performance, as well as massive investments on roadways encourage automobile use. Hence, reducing 

ridership impact directly on profit margins and running feasibility. 

On the other hand, others authors credit operational deficit to both private and public authorities wrong 

decisions (Cohen, 1988; Gomez-Ibanez, 1996; Wachs, 1984). First, fares faced inappropriate adjustment 

(Jones, 2008; Wolman and Reigeluth, 1980) and populist political actions for stagnation of fares over 

decades (Cohen, 1988; Plotch, 2015; Silva, 2015; Wachs, 1984). Thus, operational profit was consumed 

by increasing running costs and the inability to raise fares appropriately. In order to avoid bankrupt, 

public transportation companies cut infrastructure maintenance and fleet update spending. Consequently, 

level of service worsened drastically turning public transportation service an unreliable urban transport-

tation alternative. 
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Additionally, the lack of public regulation on public transportation allowed the raise of informal 

competitors. Advanced by unregulated operation, informal public transportation offers poor services for 

a little profit. In general, old and unreliable road vehicles with irregular schedule and routes operate 

informal services. Despite usually linked with poor countries and developing economies (Cervero and 

Golub, 2007; Guerra, 2014b), informal transportation contributed significantly to decrease subway 

ridership and drop ticket revenues in London during the Underground early times (Wolmar, 2009). 

While struggling to balance the public finance, cities still experienced the continuous suburbanization 

and emerging of automobile (Snell, 1974; Wachs, 1984). Consequently, the demand for better public 

transport and road infrastructure also increased, with remarkable significance to poor neighbourhoods 

and working class residential areas in megacities (Bruegmann, 2006; Cohen, 1988; Rolnik and 

Klintowitz, 2011; Rolnik, 1997; Tomasevicius Filho, 2002). In addition, the great population and jobs 

opportunities in megacities require high-capacity services, commuting daily hundreds of thousands of 

workers (Wolmar, 2009). Nonetheless, new infrastructure, lines construction, and upgrading facilities 

required huge amount of investments. By that time, splitting a limited budget to both operational 

maintenance and expanding network were unfeasible for private companies, leading to contradictions 

and wrong decision-making (Cohen, 1988; Plotch, 2015; Wolmar, 2009). 

London’s underground railway concept emerged due to poor infrastructure on the surface level (Wolmar, 

2009). Below streets, railways could run with no physical hindrance and impact on urban landscape. 

Even more after railways and trains electrification, which allowed a drastic reduction on ventilation 

holes and deeper lines (Wolmar, 2009). However, underground constructing requires more resources 

than surface and elevated. In order to recoup money and drive profit, London Underground pioneers 

used to build railway system in the cheapest possible way (Wolmar, 2009). Nevertheless, public trans-

portation companies failed on recouping investment and were nationalized years after. 

In opposition, New York HCPT companies only operate elevated or surface services, refusing to invest 

on underground lines (Plotch, 2015). Tokyo commuter services also operated only elevated railways, 

building the first underground line only in 1927. However, after public transportation nationalization, 

some elevated railways in Manhattan–New York were shut down due to public pressure regarding better 

environmental conditions, urban landscape concerns, and real state deteriorating (Plotch, 2015). To 

replace public transportation services, new underground lines were gradually constructed based on 

similar routes. 

Gradually, bankrupt public transportation companies were nationalized. Under public domain, public 

transportation services could operate without essential operational profit concerns. In US, fare prices 

and infrastructure improvements were largely explored by political promotion (Plotch, 2015). Also, 

public bureaucracy and opposition prevented public transportation authorities to increase fares 

appropriately and stop the running debt (Gomez-Ibanez, 1996). Since nationalization, European and 

American public transportation operators remained unprofitable. Wolman and Reigeluth (1980) shows 

that during the 70s US largest metropolitan areas had only 45 percent (50 percent all cities) of operational 

recovery cost. By the same time, Europe had a much more contrasting scenario. While London led 

recovery cost by 76 percent, Vienna and Stockholm had only 35 and 31 percent respectively. In the 90s, 

US recovery ratio decreased to only 35 percent, while London achieved 93 percent (Kenworthy and 

Laube, 1999). However, European operators’ recovery costs average were about only 54 percent. Also, 

Kenworthy and Laube (1999) shows that in average both developed and developing Asian public 

transportation operators are profitable, with recover operational costs by 119 and 113 percent 

respectively. However, Tokyo is the only sample from Asian cities almost exclusively operated by 

private companies. 
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Similarly, São Paulo and Los Angeles public transportation companies experienced similar 

administration failures and consequent bankrupt. Generally, inappropriate fares, severe economic 

inflation and public concessions adjustment restriction, wartimes and economic depression 

compromised private financial health (Jones, 2008; Silva, 2015; Tomasevicius Filho, 2002). 

Thereby, unprofitable public transportation companies required subsidies for both operating services 

and infrastructure network expansion (Cohen, 1988). Spending public funds on both expansion and 

operation were more severe on inefficient operational services, such as New York and Boston (Cohen, 

1988; Gomez-Ibanez, 1996). Cohen (1988) shows that New York Subway suffered much more from 

unbalanced investment than insufficient public capitalization levels. During the New York City Transit 

Authority period – 1953-1967), investments were addressed mainly to fleet renewal and infrastructure 

update and only 17.5 percent for new routes. The prior for service quality, instead of network expansion, 

resulted on stable ridership levels (Plotch, 2015). Later, the Metropolitan Transit Authority 

administration adopted a more intense expansionist investment policy. From 1968 until 1980, new routes 

capital expenditure raised to 41.5 percent, while overall available capital only 9.87 percent, even when 

facing strong economic crisis. Thus, main service outcomes levels faced severe reduction and in 

response ridership once again experienced new decrease (Cohen, 1988). 

Lastly, despite the implicit literal sense, all post-automobile megacities public transport companies are 

of a public helm. If not entirely public owned, private companies run under concessions and strong 

regulation. Hence, no profit is expected and generally, services run subsidised (Summit, 2014). 

1.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

A macroeconomic analysis approaching such complex cases, with distinct development patterns, and 

huge historical and current disparities, is to structure concisely the research objective and questions. 

Towards achieving this purpose, this research tries to understand the dynamics among pre and post-

automobile HCPT through a single and common outcome. The opposed condition, i.e. starting from the 

intrinsic differences and special cases, should lead to a more complex analysis, demanding since the 

beginning micro-data and detailed information. Thus, others questions should arise from the main 

question, leading to a progressive enlargement of the studied subject. 

Main question: Does the HCPT implementation concerning different urbanization stages affected the 

megacities competitiveness for mode split share? 

Hypothesis 1: Megacities competitiveness for mode split share react more positively to public transport 

in accordance to the respective urbanization phase that HCPT started running. 

However, considering the very distinctive nature regarding pre and post-automobile megacities, i.e. 

megacities that expanded exclusively by public transportation and others with the automobile presence, 

this hypothetical assumption lead to two contrasting answers. 

1.1: Pre-automobile urban environment led to more HCPT share. 

Despite of owning greater and older HCPT network, pre-automobile megacities should have more public 

transport share mainly due to land-use diversity, more compact development, and cultural-specific 

reasons (Dieleman and Wegener, 2004; Ewing and Cervero, 2010; Ewing, 1997; Jacobs, 1961; Nivola, 

1999; Pinnell, 2009). As stated above, the ability to build a HCPT network in accordance to a mildest 

urban growth resulted on a denser and more diverse urban environment. Therefore, a notable population 

share should live close to HCPT service. In addition, the feeder system can efficiently operate on farther 

neighbourhood, making the private transportation use sparse and needless. Furthermore, the dense 

‘transit cities’ urban environment led to more congestion, harming the automobile use (Schimek, 1996). 
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Moreover, pre-automobile megacities have long-term urban habits that are highly supported by the 

diverse environment. As a result, there is no need for long trips and needless travel. Daily issues are 

reachable only through walking and other non-motorized modes (Bruegmann, 2006; Giuliano and 

Narayan, 2003). The recent claimed auto-dependency have no place in a urban environments built before 

automobile introduction. 

1.2: Post-automobile urban environment led to more HCPT share. 

In contrast, developing and lower income countries (Dargay and Gately, 1999; Giuliano and Dargay, 

2006; World Bank, 2015), as well as a more recent consolidated urbanization should play in favour of a 

more HCPT oriented pattern in post-automobile megacities. First, lower income lead to minor choice 

ability (Giuliano, 2005; Kemp, 1973). As a result, while the disability to afford private means of 

transportation lead to a more public transport dependency, minor housing choice lead low-income 

population and workers farther from jobs, demanding longer commuting (Bruegmann, 2006; Duarte and 

Ultramari, 2012; Giuliano, 2005). In addition, lower income led to minor trip rate, resulting on more 

journey-to-work share on total trips purpose (Giuliano, 2005). Hence, despite having developed after 

the ‘auto city’, motorization levels should be lower (Dargay and Gately, 1999) and travels should be 

longer than on richer pre-automobile megacities. 

Additionally, the late implementation of high-capacity services allows public authority to act chirurgical 

over highly congested corridors. In spite of owing a minor HCPT coverage area, it is expected higher 

ridership levels and a more efficient service. 

Hypothesis 2. Although the inevitable differences regarding urban dynamics phases, public transport 

competitiveness still determine the overall ability to produce more mode split share. 

Neither the pre-automobile nor post-automobile urban environment, currently, overall HCPT quality are 

much more relevant on affecting urban mode split share than land use, historical heritage, cultural, and 

socio-economic issues (Brindle, 1994; Bruegmann, 2006). Despite all the differences mentioned above, 

both urban environments share similar densities and current motorization levels. The rapid-public 

transportation mode share may vary concerning objective and measurable issues, such as, the coverage 

area and the capacity to offer a wide range of destination and speeds (Brindle, 1994; Chakrabarti and 

Giuliano, 2015; Eboli and Mazzulla, 2011; Gomez-Ibanez, 1996; Kemp, 1973). The commuter freedom 

to choice demand from public transportation modes a constant improvement and competitiveness with 

private transportation. 

However, HCPT coverage area mainly dependent on the global public transport structure. Independently 

of pre or post-automobile megacities, while some cases structured rapid public transportation to only 

long-range travels, leaving minor range to small-capacity transport, others approaches a more capillary 

network with local and express services. If both LCPT and HCPT operational strategy is successful, the 

results may reflect more public transport mode share. 

1.4. DISSERTATION STRUCTURE 

On the remainder, the second chapter presents a brief discuss about the backbone literature and theories 

regarding urbanization and travel pattern. The chapter is divided into three parts: (a) land-use influence 

on travel pattern; (b) socio-economics influence on travel pattern; (c) the public transport impact on the 

urban form and commuters. The first section presents the debate on the ‘planned’ and ‘unplanned’ urban 

theories, overviewing the most relevant findings regarding density, diversity and distance to ‘transit’. 

The second section presents the discussion of the socio-economics influence on urban travel pattern, 

regarding income and household effects. The chapter concludes presenting the relation of public 
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transport implementation and the urban form, as well as public transport and commuters elasticity of 

demand dynamics. 

Chapter 3 is structure into three parts: (a) selected studies cases; (b) selected variables and data; (c) the 

methodology. The first section exposes the basic criteria to define the selected case studies, similarities 

and differences. Further, cases are presented, the selection justified and then grouped in accordance to 

pre and post-automobile. The next section presents the selected variables, each data sources and the 

processing standards. The variables selection find ground in the literature concepts exposed in chapter 

2. The chapter concludes with the methodological approach, evidencing the analysis structure, hierarchy, 

and concepts, as well as presenting potential shortcomings to be avoided. Similarly, the methodology 

approach is also supported by previous studies presented in chapter 2. 

The chapter 4 summarize the main results from the nine selected megacities. The chapter is structured 

based on a progressive approach, starting regarding coarse and none or minor relevance results to more 

detailed and significant results. The discussion is supported by correlations tables, regressions charts, 

graphical observations and analysis, and data calculations based on regression results. 

Finally, chapter 5 presents the conclusions, looking back to the dissertation main question. Further, the 

main results are summarized and presented new questions and potential subjects for future studies.  
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2 

 TRAVEL PATTERN AND THE CITY 

 

 

Land use and socio-economics analysis compose the backbone of the current debate regarding 

urbanization and travel pattern. While the latter, approaches quantitative physical urban measurements, 

correlating a set of objective data to confirm or predicted travel pattern, the socio-economic analysis 

complement the missing non-physical or social-related issues ignored or invisible by urban built 

environment facts. 

The land-use theoretical debate is significantly lead by two contrasting concepts. While some planners 

advocate towards a sustainable reform and significant changes to current urban and transport outcomes 

(Anas and Pines, 2008; Cervero, 1998; Ewing and Cervero, 2010; Ewing, 1997; Ewing et al., 2002; 

Newman and Kenworthy, 2006, 1999, 1989; Nivola, 1999), others defend that less public regulation and 

an overall economic concern would led living standard to better results (Bruegmann, 2006; Circular and 

Giuliano, 1997; Giuliano, 2005; Gordon and Cox, 2012; Gordon and Ikeda, 2011; Gordon and 

Richardson, 1997). Following, the two theoretical approaches are presented, as well as the respective 

arguments about the main factors influencing urban travel pattern. The literature debate is concluded 

regarding the impact of public transport on the urban form and the major issues affecting public transport 

elasticity demand. 

However, in spite of any preferred development concept, the only consensus among authors are the 

general current urban transportation outcomes. Generally, studies suggests increasing trips per capita, 

longer trips length (VMT) and with higher speed (Clark and Kuijpers-Linde, 1994; Ewing and Cervero, 

2010; Giuliano and Narayan, 2003; Gordon and Cox, 2012; Kenworthy and Laube, 1999; Susilo and 

Kitamura, 2008), and increasing levels of automobile ownership (Buehler, 2010; Cohen, 1988; Dargay 

and Gately, 1999; Newman and Kenworthy, 2011). 

2.1. BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND THE TRAVEL PATTERN 

The debate on the mutual relation between urban form and travel pattern is far from a general agreement 

and consensus. While some authors defend that land use and travel behaviour has a reciprocal influence 

(Dieleman and Wegener, 2004; Ewing and Cervero, 2010; Ewing et al., 2002; Kenworthy and Laube, 

1999; Nivola, 1999), others support that land use features does affect urban travel, however in a minor 

scale (Giuliano and Narayan, 2003; Giuliano and Small, 1993; Gordon and Cox, 2012; Lee et al., 2009). 

The theoretical clash could largely be summarized regarding two contrasting urban concepts: compact 

and dispersed development, or in other words, planned against unplanned. The former condemn leapfrog 

development, scattered urbanization, single-family detached house in low-density neighbourhoods, i.e. 

‘needless’ land consumption, and the reliance on private automobile as the main transportation means 

(Anas and Pines, 2008; Ewing, 1997; Ewing et al., 2002; Jacobs, 1961; Kenworthy and Laube, 1999; 
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Newman and Kenworthy, 1989; Nivola, 1999; Snell, 1974). In fact, ‘New Urbanism’ and ‘Smart Growth’ 

planners criticize the real estate free-market failures and the lack of proper public property tax policies, 

blaming them for encouraging dispersion and unnecessary expansion (Brueckner and Kim, 2003; 

Brueckner, 2005). Hence, non-sustainable planning is not a low-density failure, rather, ‘unplanned’ and 

self-interest private scatter development. 

In general, modern critics defend that ‘unplanned’ and auto-dependent cities can be simply demonstrated 

by densities, attributing some urban archetypes concerning the urban shape (McIntosh et al., 2014). 

Based on a global sample of 32 cities, Newman and Kenworthy (1989) suggest that gasoline 

consumption has a direct relation to urban densities. Years later, based on the same criteria of a global 

comparison, Kenworthy and Laube (1999) suggest that differences regarding American, European, and 

Asian travel pattern outcomes are much more related to each urban form than regarding GDP per capita. 

Therefore, the Americans and similar cultures are auto-dependent occur due to the lack of public 

regulation, lower fuel prices, and significantly low-density. The authors also argue that European higher 

density, strong public interventionism to control fuel prices and land use, as well as Asian land scarcity 

prevents the auto-dependency and avoid urbanization to escape from sustainable hands. Hence, incisive 

land use reforms could reverse the present situation and address urbanization towards a ‘Smart’ urban 

agenda (Ewing et al., 1996; Guerra, 2014a; Nivola, 1999). 

Some current planners and policy makers defend that municipal agencies should combine efforts to 

produce a coherent approach for all territory and become a powerful regulation tool. They defend that 

without more synergy regarding specially transportation agencies and land use decisions and laws, the 

automobile dominance, as well as travel pattern and urban development will remain far away from 

sustainable goals (Silva et al., 2014; Te Brömmelstroet and Bertolini, 2011; Wegener and Fürst, 1999). 

In spite of the scepticism concerning land use and travel pattern, Silva et al. (2014) argue that urban 

structure compose a baseline condition to steer current travel pattern. 

Consequently, modern planners argue that the compact urban model is a victim of the inertia to create 

restrictive public policies to stop the current unconstrained and dispersed urbanization. Due to the 

absence of strong measures, American style auto-dependency threats compact cities and spread 

urbanization all over the territory. Therefore, new urbanism fashioners defend that planning is the main 

tool to avoid current automobile dependency and lead society to more transportation alternatives and a 

more sustainable city (Litman and Laube, 2002). Additionally, Litman and Laube (2002) blame the 

American middle-class for the lack of public transportation use support, weaken competition with 

automobile and imposing their own agenda. In accordance, compact planners argue that the excessive 

investment in road infrastructure encourage people to use automobile (McIntosh et al., 2014), and hence, 

produce urban sprawl and ‘unplanned’ dispersion. 

As a result, the sustainable planning agenda is mainly supported by more planning legislation and more 

public authority presence in shaping cities, as well as urban economics. This common belief that planned 

communities works significantly better than individually free-market ‘unplanned’ development is 

strongly opposed by Sowell (2011). The author argue that excessive urban planning is analogous to the 

planned economy fallacy, where individual desires and ability to choose are override by ‘experts’ stand-

ardization, generally far away from the reality. In accordance, Snarr (2014) argue that excessive gov-

ernment regulation virtually deforms demand and supply boosts the creation of black markets and 

informal economic adjustments. 

In some dramatic situation, ‘New Urbanism’ and ‘Smart Growth’ defenders propose more control and 

regulation to extinguish ‘unplanned’ deviation. Cullinane and Cullinane (2003) defend that Hong Kong, 

a notorious public transportation dependent city accounting for ninety percent of motorized trips, should 
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improve private automobile restriction in order to reduce usage to a minimum and negligible level. 

Likewise, in accordance to Table 1, other authors highlights Manhattan and Tokyo as an ideal model for 

the compact city concept. Supported by more constrains and government regulation over urban 

development, some authors seek to override current population behaviour, defending several reforms to 

improve transportation alternatives and balance market competition (Ewing, 1997; Litman and Laube, 

2002). In the other hand, Brindle (1994) argue that the interventionism approach cannot effectively 

change current behaviour, and defend that improving public transportation services enhance alternatives 

and balance the automobile dominance. 

Table 1 – Basic indicators for the three main compact city model. 

 

Source: For Hong Kong: Hong Kong Census 2011; Cullinane and Cullinane (2003); Social Indicators 

of Hong Kong. For Tokyo: Tokyo Statistical Yearbook 2010; Tokyo Person Trip Travel Survey 2008. 

For New York: US Census 2010; 2010/2011 Regional Household Travel Survey; New York State 

Department of Motor Vehicles. 

On the other hand, the ‘unplanned’ urban development and sprawling defenders argues that landscape 

laws and policies are unable to avoid such urban and transportation occurrences (Bruegmann, 2006; 

Gordon and Cox, 2012; Gordon and Richardson, 1997). Instead, both jobs and housing dispersion are 

individual options and country-cultural specifics that ordinary public urban policies can hardly change. 

The urban expansion results from economic and infrastructure trade-off that land use legislation have 

minor ability to steer (Bruegmann, 2006; Gordon and Cox, 2012; Sowell, 2011). As defended by Sowell 

(2011) and Gordon and Cox (2012) current sprawling results from a general increase of income and 

affluence, which allows people to choice for a desired living standard, either in small apartment with no 

automobile or big suburban houses with total auto-dependency, as well as the pursuit for more 

opportunities and better living standards for poor people. 

Consequently, despite distinct urban development background and automobile pricing policies, Gordon 

and Cox (2012) suggests that western European countries are converging to a more dispersed urban 

form similar to American cities. Accordingly, Clark and Kuijpers-Linde (1994) find that both South 

California and Dutch Randstad increasing level of VMT per capita, commuting time, and congestion. 

Despite the scarce land availability and the inherit high living cost, Susilo and Kitamura (2008) evidence 

that between 1980 and 2000 the city of Osaka had decentralized and increased the number of 

automobiles per household from 0.66 to 0.97. Moreover, while automobile travel distance increased 

from 5.82 km to 7.01 km and travel time from 54.51 minutes to 61.13 minutes, public transportation 

remained stable with 8.44 km to 8.41 of travelled distance and 71.66 minutes to 68.55 minutes of 

travelled time. However, the authors argue that public transport longer commute results from more trips 

chain and non-work journey. In fact, in spite of registering a higher speed increase rate, the automobile 

still slower than public transportation in Osaka. While from 1980 to 2000 the automobile travel speed 

increased 7.8 percent (6.4 km/h to 6.9 km/h), the public transport increased 4.2 percent (7.1 km/h to 7.4 

km/h). Hence, results suggest that, in Osaka and based on unknown reason, public transport offers better 

opportunities to travel than automobile. 

Density 

(population/km²)

PT share on 

motorized trips

(%)

Vehicles per 

household

Hong Kong 26 578.48 90% 0.18

Tokyo 8 668.26 81% 0.65

Manhattan 26 833.72 70% 0.31
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The idea that just through strong planning urban areas will become less auto-dependent is opposed by 

some researches and economists (Bruegmann, 2006; Giuliano and Narayan, 2003; Gordon and 

Richardson, 1997, 1989; Sowell, 2011). For example, Sorensen (1999) observed that in Tokyo region 

during 1960 and 1980, new urban settlement develop much faster outside planned areas. As a result, 

urbanization remains scattered all over the territory. Additionally, as urban infrastructures and facilities 

were built only on planned areas, such amenities become underused and non-functional. Finally, author 

suggest that the government is unable to avoid ‘unplanned’ development and that top-down regulation 

shows some weakness. 

Hence, planners and urban economists that support a more bottom-up development argue that travel 

patterns and travel decision are much more complex than a mere changing of density or any other urban 

features. For instance, in a response to Newman and Kenworthy research over gasoline consumption, 

Gordon and Richardson (1989) succinctly argue that several other factors influence gasoline prices and 

demand. As well funded in economic basis, the demand for fuel may vary more significantly concerning 

different social-economic environments and product supply than concerning densities (Gordon and 

Richardson, 1989; Snarr, 2014). Additionally, Brindle (1994) criticize the statistical value from 

Newman and Kenworthy research, Brugemann (2006) argue that suburbanization tend to become an 

universal phenomena, and Sowell (2011) suggest that excessive planning are unable to reverse towards 

the ‘re-urbanization’ era. 

2.1.1. DENSITY 

Several empirical studies try to understand how transportation outcomes change regarding urban 

densities. In general, researchers compare the typical low-density American style cities to high-density 

European urban form (Bruegmann, 2006; Clark and Kuijpers-Linde, 1994; Dieleman and Wegener, 

2004; Ewing, 1997; Ewing et al., 2002; Nivola, 1999) or denser Asian cases (Bruegmann, 2006; Gordon 

and Cox, 2012; Kenworthy and Laube, 1999; Newman and Kenworthy, 1989; Nivola, 1999). Some 

findings predominantly suggest that low-density urbanization are more auto-dependent and outcome a 

higher level of VMT and fuel consumption. In contrast, higher densities produce a mirrored result; hence, 

denser cities are less auto-dependent and has shorter trips. 

On the other hand, urban density shows opposite results concerning commuting time and travel speed 

(Giuliano and Dargay, 2006; Gordon and Cox, 2012; Kenworthy and Laube, 1999). In spite of producing 

longer commuting, people travel faster and save more time in low-density and labelled auto-dependent 

cities (Gordon and Cox, 2012; Lee et al., 2009). Moreover, high-density urban environment produces 

more congestion and consequently reduce travel speed, affecting air pollution by increases GHG 

emission (Gaigné et al., 2012), and weaken economic productivity and health assistance (Sowell, 2011). 

However, many studies evidence a weak and limited correlation regarding only density and a more auto-

dependent transportation outcome (Brindle, 1994; Ewing and Cervero, 2010; Ewing, 1997; Ewing et al., 

2002; Giuliano and Small, 1993; Gordon and Richardson, 1989; Lee et al., 2009). While some authors 

argue that density should be complemented by diversity and others variables (Ewing and Cervero, 2010; 

Ewing, 1997), enhancing demographics analysis and overall urban homogeneity, others defend that 

accessibility to amenities, personal or cultural preferences, and economic dynamics are relevant issues 

as well (Brindle, 1994; Giuliano and Narayan, 2003; Giuliano and Small, 1993; Lee et al., 2009). 

In spite of any low and high density clash, or even automobile or public transportation dependence 

labelling, some authors agree that density in a more detailed local level affect both automobile 

congestion and public transportation frequency and competitiveness (Levinson and Kumar, 1997), more 

specifically HCPT. The congestion occurs in accordance to the physical inability to expand road network 

capacity or discrepancies among urban development and investments (Balaker and Staley, 2006). 
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Without available land to bear increasing traffic flow and expensive limited parking, automobile use 

find natural hindrances in dense urban environment (Schimek, 1996). 

Several authors tried to determine densities thresholds for automobile dependence and public transpor-

tation-supportive. Concerning minimum density to avoid auto-dependency, Newman and Kenworthy 

(2006) suggest that 3.500 inhabitants per km2 is a limit for absolute automobile dominance. In 

accordance, Newman and Kenworthy (1989) determine similar values concerning fuel consumption. 

However, Brindle (1994) argue that this findings are poorly reliable. As defended by the author, the 

argument that there is a threshold level where planners can manipulate to declassify a city as auto-

dependent lead other ‘experts’ and academics to wrong conclusions. For instance, one may assume that 

minor automobile usage in India occurred due to high densities. However, Indian megacities, as well as 

many other developing agglomerations, combine high urban density with high dwellings density and 

significantly low-income, i.e. precarious slums neighbourhood. 

There is a lack of researches regarding urban public transportation minimum ridership densities. Hayashi 

et al. (1992) determined that above ten thousand inhabitants per km2, rail services ridership variance are 

insignificant. On a comparative study regarding cost efficiency and public transportation-oriented 

density, Guerra and Cervero (2011) argue that public transportation supportive density threshold may 

vary in accordance to the overall investment and public zoning and parking restrictions. However, 

authors suggest that in the US context, a value of near 20 jobs and population per acre are a reasonable 

point to evaluate future public transportation proposals. 

However, Brindle (1994) suggest that defining some density threshold is complicated and unlikely to 

workout. The author defend the argument based on three contradictory samples: (i) Copenhagen suburbs 

has densities inferior to auto-dependency limit and perform high public transportation share. (ii) More 

than 3 million residents of the Los Angeles County live at near 3.500 inhabitants per km2. (iii) While 

many Australian suburbs have densities above de threshold level, the Northern Suburbs Railway in Perth 

thrives in a region with half of the claimed density level. In other words, based on Newman and 

Kenworthy findings comparing only densities, Delhi and Mumbai should present lower auto-

dependency levels than London and Tokyo. 

Moreover, megacities density is in average higher than any threshold existing on the literature. Among 

the ten greater urban agglomeration, Tokyo has the ‘lower’ mean density with 8.668 inhabitants per km2 

while Kolkata has the highest with 24.429 inhabitants per km2. Table 2 compare the total population 

share living on several distinctive cities based on two different densities thresholds: public transportation 

minimum level of 3.500 inhabitants per km2 (Newman and Kenworthy, 2006, 1989), and the non-

variance level of ten thousands inhabitants per km2 (Hayashi et al., 1992). As noted, concerning only 

density, megacities levels disqualified any auto-dependent labelling, as well as offering enough levels 

for HCPT feasibility and automobile restriction through congestion and scarce parking area. 
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Table 2 – Percentage of population living according to Newman and Kenworthy (1989) and Hayashi et al. (1992) 
density threshold. Calculations by the author. The cities were selected based on district, borough or ward 
population data availability for more detailed calculation, and the diversity of urban agglomerations sizes. 

 

Note: For UK: 2011 UK census. For USA: American 2010 Census. For South Korea: Korean Statistical Information 

services, data for 2010. For Portugal: Instituto Nacional de Estatística, data for 2011. For Japan: Statistics Bureau, 

data for 2010. For Brazil: Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística, data for 2010. For Mexico City: Instituto 

Nacional de Estadística y Geografía, data for 2010. For Madrid: Instituto Nacional de Estadística, data for 2009. 

For Berlim: Berlin-Brandenburg Statistical Office, data for 2010. For Shanghai: Shanghai 2010 Census. 

2.1.2. DIVERSITY 

As advocated by Jacobs (1961), cities demand high densities in order to produce high diversity and 

become more creative. Diversity is the main complementary variable for density. Similarly, existing 

literature base findings on empirical studies comparing distinct urban scenarios (Dieleman and Wegener, 

2004; Ewing and Cervero, 2010; Ewing, 1997; Ewing et al., 2002; Gordon and Cox, 2012; Loo and 

Chow, 2011; Nivola, 1999). Therefore, the correlation among diversity and transportation outcomes is 

coarsely similar to density: less diverse urban environment generates a more auto-dependent urban form 

> 3.500 population/km² (auto-

dependent threshold)

> 10.000 population/km² (public 

transportation no variance threshold)

Fewer than 500.000

Coimbra, Portugal 0% 0%

Liverpool, UK 61.3% 0%

Oxford, UK 51.6% 0%

Cardiff, UK 52.2% 0%

500.000 to 1 million

Lisbon, Portugal 94.5% 18.4%

Kitakyushu, Japan 24.9% 0%

Sorocaba, Brazil 0% 0%

1 million to 5 million

Berlim, Germany 56.5% 8.5%

Madrid, Spain 86.3% 68.1%

Ulsan, South Korea 81.0% 0%

Incheon, South Korea 96.8% 40.0%

Birmingham, UK 64.5% 0%

Chicago, USA 85.4% 12.1%

Nagoya, Japan 93.4% 0%

Fukuoka, Japan 72.3% 12.2%

5 million to 10 million

New York, USA

London, UK 87.6% 21.9%

Mexico City, Mexico 86.4% 65.2%

Jakarta, Indonesia 100% 100%

Seoul, South Korea 100% 91.7%

10 million or more

Shanghai, China 100% 61.7%

Tokyo, Japan 94.5% 76.2%

São Paulo, Brazil 96.8% 63.7%
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with higher levels of VMT. Once again, more diversity produces a mirrored image with lesser auto-

dependency and shorter trips. 

In the words of Ewing (1997), “Compact development requires some concentration of employment, 

some clustering of housing, and some mixing land uses (but neither high density nor monocentric de-

velopment)”. In other words, a homogenous and more static urban environment. In accordance, some 

studies suggests that both jobs and housing balance contribute significantly to reduce suburbanization 

and mono functional land use effects (Ewing et al., 2002, 1996; Loo and Chow, 2011). Concerning 

greater urban agglomerations, Loo and Chow (2011) investigated how significant jobs and housing dis-

persion could  reduce excessive commuting in Hong Kong. Based on a geographical approach, authors 

suggest that jobs dispersion has potential to save significantly commuting time. 

In order to achieve a compact goal, authors suggest that policy makers should concentrate efforts on 

avoiding further expansion and encouraging jobs dispersion over new growth areas (Loo and Chow, 

2011). In other words, similar to density, they defend more public regulation over land use and private 

real estate activity, intervening to rectify unplanned market distortions and weaken automobile use 

(Anas and Pines, 2008; Brueckner and Kim, 2003; Brueckner, 2005). 

In contrast, others authors defend that jobs-housing balance are significant for non-work daily trips and 

minor relevant for working trips (Giuliano and Narayan, 2003; Giuliano and Small, 1993). Accordingly, 

Giuliano and Small (1993) analysed journeys to work on the Los Angeles County finding minor relation 

between commuting time and jobs and housing ratio. Another research from Gordon and Cox (2012) 

suggests that despite of the auto-dependency and usually related to undesirable unplanned development, 

commuting time are lower and average speeds higher in American cities than in contrasting compact 

European. 

The main reason for the poor correlation relies on the minor influence that jobs proximity plays on 

choosing housing area (Bruegmann, 2006; Giuliano and Small, 1993). In fact, housing choice are 

likewise influenced by a wide range of others amenities, e.g. open space, schools, hospitals, as well as 

personal preferences (Bae et al., 2003; Giuliano and Narayan, 2003; Giuliano and Small, 1993; Gordon 

and Cox, 2012). Homogenous urban distribution should work only if accomplish some requisites, like: 

(a) employers and employees remains territorially stable for decades. (b) Housing costs are low enough 

to support population mobility in accordance to new jobs opportunities. (c) Personal preferences are 

ignored and both amenities and services are equally distributed through the territory. (d) The awkward 

household causality of only one working person per household or in the case of two workers, both 

finding work in the same district. Hence, compact and balanced development depend on unachievable 

issues for public controlling and planning, as well as a perfect overall socio-economic state. 

The relation between spatial interaction and housing and jobs distribution, and it intrinsic travel pattern 

result have been discussed since the past half of century (Wegener and Fürst, 1999). Among many 

proposed models, many researches have referred the Brotchie triangle, shown on Fig. 4 (Wegener and 

Fürst, 1999). The model correlates dispersion and interaction levels, relating some travel behaviour to 

each structure. Back to the compact concept defended by Ewing (1997), the proposed jobs and 

population dispersion should behave in accordance to B or C points. Point C represents a scenario where 

the travel pattern has less travelling and shorter trips. In this scenario, households tend to keep the overall 

mobility throughout the vicinities and the interaction between distant urban areas or districts is minimum. 

Moreover, is expected the absence of any HCPT and a predominance of non-motorized modes. On the 

other hand, point B represents the reverse situation, where housing, jobs and mobility is scattered all 

over the territory. In this scenario, there is no hierarchy on travel flow and travel pattern is complex and 

hard to predict. Hence, due the high number of possibilities, public transportation faces severe 

hindrances on competing with private modes. 
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Fig. 4 – Brotchie triangle. Adapted from Wegener and Fürst (1999). 
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Fig. 5 – Tokyo jobs concentration from 2010. Source: e-statistic of japan statistical bureau. 

 

 

Fig. 6 – London jobs concentration from 2011. Source: Office of National Statistics. 
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At last, point A represents a monocentric scenario with no dispersion, where jobs are mainly located in 

central area and flow are well defined through traffic corridors. On such scenarios, urban mobility de-

mand high capacity traffic structures, a fact that significant advance HCPT on transportation competition. 

A more effective approach of this last situation is the proposal of urban development under TOD 

umbrella (Cervero and Dai, 2014; Cervero, 1990; Curtis et al., 2009). As stated by Curtis et al. (2009) 

TOD seeks to combine the high capacity of heavy or segregated public transportation with the flexibility 

of non-motorized modes, i.e. walking and cycling, to enhance the competition with automobile. 

Consequently, planners and policy makers defend that population should concentrate around HCPT 

corridors, taking advance of land use and planning restrictions to force such development. However, 

transportation infrastructure and enhancing accessibility affect land price and use, as will be debated on 

item 2.3.1 of this dissertation. 

However, megacities are generally monocentric structures that concentrate more than half of employ-

ment places on the Central Business District (CBD) or inner areas (Barter, 1999). This condition is more 

evident on developing economies, remarkably on Asian cases, than in high-income and more mature 

economies. Considering the prediction for a predominance of Asian developing megacities, in those 

cases travel pattern should maintain the monocentric model rather than develop a more dispersed model, 

as shown by Fig. 5. Largely, high land costs in central areas and surroundings pushes working population 

to residential suburb, creating a pronounced commuting pattern from outwards to central area (Ântico, 

2005; Guerra, 2014a; Rolnik, 1997; Villaça, 2012). Hence, the concentration of jobs in a specific area 

could determine the homogeneity of ‘monocentrism’ through megacities and the effects it produces on 

HCPT share. 

Concerning a macroeconomic analysis, high-capacity public transportation network and coverage area 

may vary regarding the urban dispersion and spatial interaction. In accordance to Brotchie triangle, on 

the monocentric model – point A, the commuting pattern has a pronounced radial shape, moving 

commuters from predominantly residential or suburban outwards neighbourhoods to central areas with 

high employment concentration. Many megacities evidence this commuting pattern, such as Tokyo (Fig. 

5), London (Fig. 6), and São Paulo. On the other hand, concerning only the point B as a probable 

alternative, jobs and housing balance require a more capillary system, amplified by the urbanized size 

of megacities. 

2.1.3. DESIGN, DESTINATION ACCESSIBILITY AND DISTANCE TO TRANSIT 

Along with density and diversity, spatial design and accessibility performance provide a finer detail 

regarding the built environment and travel pattern (Crowley et al., 2009; Ewing and Cervero, 2010). In 

general, both design and accessibility have a bottom-to-top structure, starting from tiny data and further 

producing major indicators for a whole territory or a specific partial subarea. As an example, the results 

from the SNAMUTS11 methodology range from single transportation network segment to an average 

value for the entire city. Concerning megacities, in spite of the remarkable Manhattan grid, and the 

spread of similar standard through other boroughs, most cases presents a great heterogeneity of roads 

design and urban footprints that were built over many decades, layer by layer. During decades of 

urbanization, cities developed since industrial neighbourhoods to city garden planned districts, 

witnessing the natural change, decline and resurgence that the urban dynamic promotes. Hence, it is 

hard to determine an overall pattern, and perform a finer analysis is out of this dissertation scope. 

While accessibility require a deeper investigation, computing high-capacity public transportation 

coverage area require just minor information, i.e. station geographic location, and can produce a 

reasonable gross distance to public transportation output. The literature suggest that public 

                                                      
11 Spatial Network Analysis for Multi-modal Urban Transport Systems (www.snamuts.com). 
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transportation proximity to urban activities have a relevant role on attracting more ridership (Biba et al., 

2010; Crowley et al., 2009; Yigitcanlar et al., 2007). The attractive power weakens as distance increases, 

finding an edge value between 0.8km to 1km for commuter rail or subway (Crowley et al., 2009; Yang 

et al., 2013; Yigitcanlar et al., 2007). 

Moreover, on a study about the walking accessibility on Toronto’s transit-oriented North York City 

Center, Crowley (2009) found that, besides attracting patronage, increasing proximity to subway station 

provoke decreasing levels of automobile ownership per household and vehicle use during morning peak 

time. In accordance, on a study concerning Mexico City subway expansion comparing 1994 and 2007 

surveys data, Guerra (2014a) found that while automobile trips grown 21.3 percent in the whole 

metropolis, on areas located around 1km from subway service the growth was of only 7.5 percent. 

Additionally, subway share grown 26.3 percent in areas 1km from the service and only 3.3 percent in 

the metropolis. Moreover, on a research concerning the relation between household ownership and use 

of automobile to densities, Schimek (1996) found that despite of the general increasing per capita in-

come and vehicles per household, households within three blocks from public transportation stops have 

0.20 fewer vehicles per household than outside the catchment area. Similarly, central city households 

have 0.16 fewer vehicles than non-central city households do. Finally, on a study comparing forty-one 

world cities, De Grange et al. (2012) found that increasing HCPT network in ten percent generates a 

decrease of two percent in automobile use and increases three percent on public transportation mode 

share. 

2.2. SOCIO-ECONOMICS AND THE TRAVEL PATTERN 

Socio-economic and demographics complement both travel pattern and urban built environment analysis. 

Through several social and economic variables, researches seeks to understand the change on the 

opportunities and means to travel of a specific society (Dargay and Gately, 1999; Farber et al., 2014; 

Giuliano and Dargay, 2006; Giuliano and Narayan, 2003; Giuliano, 2005; Gordon et al., 1988; Levinson 

and Kumar, 1995). The most common transportation outcomes related to the demographic approach are 

trips per capita, trips length and time, work and non-work trips share and automobile ownership. 

Differently from the built environment, some demographic changes can affect travel pattern faster and 

incisively. For instance, while changing urban densities, diversity or public transportation network size 

require at least a couple of years, household income can change abruptly in accordance to any macro-

economic wrong decision or a deep crisis, like in 2008. 

2.2.1. INCOME 

Urbanization has a mutual relation with economic production and wealth generation (Bruegmann, 2006; 

Sowell, 2011). Since earlier days, population moved to the cities seeking for better living standards and 

higher incomes. Consequently, as per capita income rises, the poorest population leaves the inevitable 

limitation of choice, leading to more opportunities and capacity to make decision. In accordance, while 

low-income population has no choice unless public transportation (Giuliano, 2005; Guerra, 2014a, 

2014b), high-income can choose the service that best fits their needs. 

Through broadening the decision-making capacity, a greater population share can choose a preferred 

housing standard and means to travel. In accordance, Dargay and Gately (1999) found a consistent 

pattern regarding automobile ownership and GDP per capita increasing on several developed and 

developing countries during 1960 and 1992. Additionally, by that time, authors projected levels for the 

year 2015, suggesting that in developing economies automobile ownership will growth twice as rapidly 

as per capita income. Concerning housing options, higher population growth rate in the suburbs and 
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exurb areas evidenced a general preference for bigger dwelling in less diverse and low-density 

neighbourhood (Gordon and Cox, 2012). 

Consequently, the preferred living standard change the travel pattern. On a comparative study between 

USA and GB, Giuliano and Dargay (2006) suggest that differences on each country travel pattern results 

from per capita income and related automobile ownership disparities, as well as lower fuel prices and 

densities and some country-specific culture. The study found that Americans households produce more 

trips, travel longer, and have and use more automobile than British does. On the other hand, British 

lower per capita income results on fewer opportunities and means for travel. Additionally, as fuel price 

are much higher than US, household have to use alternatives to private automobile and daily retail and 

services use routine. In addition, Giuliano (2005) evidenced that in USA national level, low-income 

households travel less in frequency and length than middle and high-income. 

Concerning living standards and preferred housing, Clark and Kuijpers-Linde (1994) found that both 

California and the Dutch Raanstad experience lowering densities and suburban growth as well as higher 

automobile ownership, trips per capita and VMT. The latter find similarities with Gordon and Cox 

(2012) and Bruegmann (2006), suggesting that land use policies and public regulation play minor rele-

vance on determining people preferences. 

In opposition, there are minor studies investigating the result of decreasing income or rising unem-

ployment rates. On a recent study, Newman and Kenworthy (2011) states that developed countries 

reached a virtual automobile peak, and forecasts declining levels for the next decades. As argued by the 

authors, this shift results in accordance to changing living and working behaviour, less drive license 

among younger population, successful public reforms to combat automobile, and cultural desire towards 

more sustainable and friendly environment. Similarly, Newman et al. (2013) suggest that the automobile 

peak occurs in accordance to a new twenty-first century cultural agenda. 

On the other hand, in spite of any automobile saturation threshold, Headicar (2013) suggests that the 

England travelled mileage decrease may result from the significant international immigration registered 

since the end of the twentieth century. Moreover, some studies omit the fact that in 2008 most developed 

countries faced a severe economic depression, and most of them, specifically European countries, still 

struggle to balance the running loss. Nonetheless, some developed cities household travel survey 

clarified some relevant transportation outcomes in post 2008 global crisis. Accordingly, the London 

Area Transportation Survey from 2011 evidenced a significant reverse regarding travel pattern tendency 

registered since 1971. For the first time the number of household with no automobile increased and 

automobile mode split share decreased. The turning point happened between 2007/08 and 2008/09, 

where trips per capita dropped from 2.64 to 2.42 (-0.22). The automobile leads the dropping with -0.15 

points, while all public transportation modes remained stable. 

Similarly, São Paulo’s traffic agency (CET) reported a decline in congestion levels over arterial and 

expressways during peak time. Municipal authorities credit results to several traffic reforms and a new 

speed reduction policy 12 , which initially sought to reduce traffic fatalities. In contrast, others 

municipalities in São Paulo’s Metropolitan Area also reported decreasing congestion levels without any 

                                                      
12 News available in Folha de São Paulo web version: ‘Após redução, marginal Tietê tem piora de manhã e melhora à tarde’ 

from 19/08/2015. http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2015/08/1670542-apos-reducao-marginal-tiete-tem-piora-de-

manha-e-melhora-a-tarde.shtml. 
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speed reduction. However, CET and other academics experts related congestion reduction to Brazilian 

recent economic crisis13, which resulted on increasing levels of unemployment14 and fuel prices. 

2.2.2. HOUSEHOLD 

Changes on household features affect mainly trip rate, trip length and mode share. In general, current 

trend points to smaller household and more female participation on labour force. As a result, more 

workers commute, increasing trip level and congestion on both public transportation as on roadways. 

Levinson and Kumar (1995) evidenced that, over twenty years (1968-88) in the Washington 

Montgomery County – Maryland, while population and employment increased, household size 

decreased and the transportation outcomes registered increasing rates of automobile ownership and 

annual VMT. In accordance, through national survey data from 1969 to 1983, Gordon et al. (1988) found 

some similarities regarding decreasing household size to increasing automobile ownership and trips per 

household. 

However, in spite of the Levinson and Kumar (1995) findings on increasing trips length for a specific 

locality, others national wide researches suggest that trip length decrease in accordance to household 

size and income level (Gordon et al., 1988; Strathman et al., 1994). One reasonable hypothesis regarding 

this behaviour is the increasing rate of chained trips – journey-to-work and non-work, and more workers 

per household. Moreover, Sowell (2011) argue that as income rise, people tend to travel more and use 

the faster means to travel to build a more complex trip chain. For example, some workers take advantage 

of commuting to by-pass to a commercial centre or leave kids on school, as well as pick-up after class 

or do any other extra activity. In contrast, Susilo and Kitamura (2008) found that public transportation 

commuters makes a higher number of chain trips than automobile users in Osaka. 

2.3. PUBLIC TRANSPORT AND THE CITY 

2.3.1. PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS 

Infrastructure implementation and expanding systems are well accepted as a major factor for both urban 

and economic development (Wang, 2002). Although, several researchers devote attention on the relation 

between urbanization development – privately promoted – and infrastructure investment – usually 

public promoted. There is no consensus on hierarchical influence. While some authors argue that 

growing private sector productivity demand public investment to satisfy new needs, others suggests the 

opposed, relation public investment as the engine of growth (Agénor, 2010; Esfahani and Ramı́rez, 

2003). 

Differently from geographic issues and natural resources, these advances are essentially produced by 

human intervention. However, there are some intrinsic distinction between land-use and infrastructure. 

The former is law based and differentiate urbanized area in several spatial fragments, allowing public 

authority to regulate urban development and address potential to specific areas. This condition makes 

land-use regulation much more flexible and to change over short-term. On the other hand, the latter split 

into two different dimensions. Some infrastructure tends to be much more homogeneous and equally 

distributed through urban territory, e.g. water distribution, sewage, capillary road network, while others 

specialize neighbourhoods, e.g. ports, landmarks, high-capacity public transportation lines. 

                                                      
13 News available in Folha de São Paulo web version: ‘Trânsito em horário de pico teve redução de 16.6% na capital de SP’ 

from 13/04/2016. http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2016/04/1760446-transito-em-horario-de-pico-teve-reducao-de-

166-na-capital-de-sp.shtml. 
14 In accordance to IBGE labour survey from 2016, the labour occupancy rate dropped from 56.6% in 2013 to 52.3% in 2016 

on metropolitan areas. During the same interval, the unemployment rate growth from 6.4% to 8.1%. 
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As briefly pointed by Sowell (2011), in consequence of human sedentary, ancient urban agglomerations 

sought for areas close to production and transportation infrastructure; hence, based on available 

technology constrains, water bodies. Thus, there is a number of empirical studies investigating the 

impact of transport infrastructure on land use and price. In a review, Silva (2013) presents that initially 

authors found a connection regarding waterways and motorways to the development of homes and 

economic activities. In general, these arguments were supported by studies evaluating motorways or 

other transport system influence on urban development and improving location accessibility. However, 

few decades later, other authors identified a decreasing transport infrastructure influence on land use. 

The literature concerning transportation impact on land use or value are mostly led by studies approach-

ing motorways and new HCPT implementation. Investigation regarding public transportation had 

developed more significantly in recent times, focusing in the developing cities and the comparison 

between traditional railways and BRT (Cervero and Dai, 2014; Clifton et al., 2014; Deng et al., 2013; 

Jun, 2012; McDonald and Osuji, 1995; Rodriguez et al., 2015). Similar to motorways influence, public 

transportation research field are largely explored through variations on land price along public 

transportation corridors and around stations. In most cases, studies are supported by the idea that land 

market gives high premium to localities well served by transport systems (Cervero and Kang, 2011). 

Hence, states that properties around stations offer a faster transportation means and saves commuting 

time. 

Increasing land value tend to change land uses and potentially increase densities around station. 

Consequently, residential uses and affordable housing suffer several impacts and tend to be relocated. 

Duarte and Ultramari (2012) evidenced that Curitiba’s BRT raised significantly land value along service 

corridors, displacing low-income household to farther suburbs. The same results were observed by 

Rodriguez et al. (2015) on a study analyzing Quito and Bogotá urban development around some choose 

BRT stops. Moreover, Bae et al. (2003) and Cervero and Kang (2011) shows that proximity with Seoul’s 

BRT station has major impacts on retail promotion rather than residential. Finally, Guerra (2014b) found 

that México D.F. first subway suburban service increased densities and household’s income around 

suburban station. Conversely, 1 km around metro network in the central area registered lowering 

densities and decreasing household income. Moreover, the author related these findings to public 

transportation availability great value for lower-income household. In addition, subway expansion to 

suburbs had more impact on decreasing informal public transportation use rather than private automobile 

use (Guerra, 2014b). 

However, most researches confirm that transport systems have minor impact on increasing land value. 

Bae et al. (2003) researched the urban impact of Seoul’s Subway Line 5, evidencing minor influence on 

property prices. Instead, authors suggests that property price suffer much more from anticipatory effects 

and others amenities had major impacts on Seoul property market, such as available parks, school, retail 

centres and more (Bae et al., 2003; Cervero and Kang, 2011). Moreover, suggested that underground 

infrastructure has lesser negative impacts than surface systems – noise, pollution and visual landscape 

(Bae et al., 2003). In accordance, others authors found similar results, evidencing that in some cases 

public transportation infrastructure could affect land price negatively, specially residential use (Cervero 

and Kang, 2011; Cervero, 1998). The representativeness of the anticipatory effect is also confirmed by 

McDonald and Osuji (1995) on a study analysis the land value impact from Chicago Midway line. In 

additional, authors found that the anticipatory effect not only increases regarding the proximity to the 

station, as well as in accordance to the distance to the downtown; computing 1.9% per mile distance 

from the downtown. 

The HCPT station influence may differ from each specific neighbourhood and along public 

transportation corridors. More developed, dense and diverse areas tend to behave in contrast to 
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undeveloped and low densities (Calvo et al., 2013; Rodriguez et al., 2015). In accordance, Calvo et al. 

(2013) found that new Madrid’s subway line accounted for higher population growth rate on recent 

suburban neighbourhoods rather than on more developed and central. Additionally, Rodriguez et al. 

(2015) found inconclusive results to Quito and Bogotá BRT impact on urban development due to the 

vast variety of factors influencing the development and differences regarding suburban and downtown 

areas. 

In order to solve such real estate market distortion, Cervero and Kang (2011) suggests that mutual 

transport system, zoning planning and other infrastructure improvements, e.g. water distribution 

capacity, streets widening, should avoid undesired leapfrog development and catalyse public 

transportation impact on urban form. Additionally, some authors reinforce that public policies should 

be address to incentive private sector to develop high densities and more diverse land use around station 

(Cervero and Dai, 2014; Cervero and Kockelman, 1997; Rodriguez et al., 2015). 

Despite changing disparities, studies revealed that increasing distance from station has a constant 

decreasing on transport system influence on land value and use (Bae et al., 2003; Cervero and Kang, 

2011; Guerra, 2014b; Hidalgo et al., 2013). Moreover, Bae et al. (2003) suggests that more 

homogeneous transport system distribution results in minor impacts on both urban form and land value. 

Transport system scarcity raises land value sensibility. Similarly, HCPT scarcity and poor services 

reduces potential on competing for market share. Hence, HCPT system coverage has strong relation 

with urban land use distribution, densities dynamics and served population. 

Therefore, changing densities and land use adjustment demands time, usually due to zoning planning 

and public action lag (Cervero and Kang, 2011). The impact that transportation-related infrastructure 

promotes on land use, value or urban development should be conducted continually, measuring the 

effective influence that better transportation conditions. 

2.3.2. ELASTICITY OF DEMAND 

HCPT success on transportation market share and satisfying ridership levels depends on the overall level 

of service, fares prices, and others competitors conditions (Brindle, 1994; Cervero, 1990). Built 

environment and socio-economic factors also affect elasticity sensibility (Kemp, 1973; Litman, 2004), 

imposing specific cultural characteristic on distinct cities. Over decades, researchers observed transport 

demand elasticity for both public transportation and automobile, and patronage levels fluctuation. In 

other words, transportation market elasticity reflects the demand behaviour on existing transport modes 

and population ability to choose (Kemp, 1973; Litman, 2004). 

Nonetheless, it is important to briefly go backwards and revalidate some key concepts from economic 

price elasticity of demand. According to Snarr (2014), there is a mutual affect regarding prices and the 

demand, i.e. the number of consumers able to pay for a specific good or service, and the supply, i.e. the 

firm behaviour and production. The former concept is studied by the price elasticity of demand, 

measuring the consumer sensibility to a specific good or service price change. With few exceptions, the 

demand and price-changing pattern bases on the ‘law of demand’, which state that the quantity 

demanded of a good or service declines as with its price rise. 

The elasticity of demand results are expressed by five results: (a) 𝐸𝑑 = 0 – perfectly inelastic; (b) 

1 >  𝐸𝑑 > 0 – relatively inelastic; (c) 𝐸𝑑 = 1 – unit elastic; (d) 𝐸𝑑 > 1 – elastic; (e) 𝐸𝑑 = ∞ - perfectly 

elastic. The graphic behaviour of each results is shown by Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7 – Diagram with graphic results for price elasticity. 

In general, price elasticity results inference the level of importance of a specific good or service and the 

availability of alternatives or substitutes. For example, due to the lack of alternatives, milk and gasoline 

present very inelastic results (B). Hence, variances in price should not change significantly the quantity 

demanded. Likewise, expensive personal items, such as fine goods or high quality electronics, tend to 

present very elastic results (D). Thus, a drop in the price should reasonably increase the quantity 

demanded. However, Giffen and Veblen goods are exceptions, unfollowing the behaviour stated above 

(Hirshleifer et al., 2005). 

The ‘law of demand’ also states that a linear elasticity curve is divided proportionally into the five 

possible results. In accordance, when the elasticity line cross the price axis the elasticity is perfectly 

inelastic, and when cross de demand axis is perfectly elastic. Further, in the middle point the elasticity 

is unitary, splitting the upper half for relatively inelastic and the lower half for relatively elastic, as 

shown by Fig. 8. Hence, a step demand curve is not inelastic because it is deep. In contrast, a certain 

inelastic results occur because the analysed section is located in the upper half of the line. Likewise, a 

shallow demand curve behaves the same way, being located in the lower half. These interpretation 

concepts are essential to ensure the full extent comprehension of the elastic behaviour.  

 

Fig. 8 – Diagram of the full development of the linear price elasticity curve. 

Finally, the cross-elasticity of demand seeks to analyse the demand response of a good or service based 

on another good or service price change. Nonetheless, it is remarkable to state that the linearity of the 

demand curve depends on the ceteris paribus condition, which makes it rare. In general, mismatches 

income variance, anticipatory effects, and many others affect the demand curve, forcing to behave as a 

hyperbola and not linear (Hirshleifer et al., 2005). 

In general, public transportation elasticity studies are divided into three main categories: (a) fares prices, 

subsidies and fares structure; (b) quality and level of service; (c) competitors’ restrictions and congestion 

pricing. Fares elasticity has been a subject of investigation since the fifties of the previous century. 

Therefore, evidences regarding demand sensibility behaviour over fares changing are well documented 

and accepted. However, over the last three decades several authors build a consensus that quality and 

level of service are the most relevant issue affecting particularly public transportation elasticity (Cervero, 

1990; De Grange et al., 2012; Kemp, 1973; Paulley et al., 2006). Moreover, evidences that actual 

worldwide per capita income increasing, correlated private automobile ownership and use (Dargay and 

Gately, 1999), increasing trips per capita (Gordon et al., 1988; Susilo and Kitamura, 2008) and urban 
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decentralization scenario raise public transportation ridership sensibility and demand a much more 

competitive service. 

Regarding only fares elasticity, Cervero (1990) shows that public transportation ridership are more 

sensitive to fare increases and short term changes. This is supported by some findings that evidence 

minor public transportation ridership increase under free-fares policies (Farber et al., 2014). Also, trips 

sensibility are major on off-peak than peak time (Cervero, 1990; Kemp, 1973; Paulley et al., 2006). In 

addition, some investigations argue that peak time trips concentrate most journey-to-work and inevitable 

travel, decreasing significantly elasticity variation (Farber et al., 2014; Paulley et al., 2006). Similarly, 

in an empirical research based on several interviews in the small Australian city of Newcastle, Hensher 

and King (1998) found that 10 percent increase in single-fare train ticket cause a 2.18 sale reduction, 

and .57 percent  increase in single-fare bus tickets. 

Hence, fares structure and pricing shows more relevance regarding social inclusion policies than 

properly enhancing public transportation ridership and patronage (Farber et al., 2014). Inadequate fares 

affect service quality, influencing decisively on ridership and competition with automobile. As 

presented previously on point 1.2.2, public transportation companies with significant loss-making and 

lack of public subside tend to be unable to keep a reasonable level of service, as well as improve and 

expand the service.  

Public transportation level of service relevance is largely supported by cross-elasticity findings on both 

public transportation and automobile sensibility. Cervero (1990) found that, as a function of automobile 

travel time, bus and rail demand elasticity has the high sensitive variation. In accordance, an experiment 

in Peoria and Decatur (US) between 1964 and 1966 evidence the same results (Kemp, 1973). Hence, 

investments on improving public transportation service performance potential competition with private 

automobile. Increasing automobile price and running costs, as well as fares decreasing may contribute 

for public transportation choice (Cervero, 1990; Kemp, 1973). Nevertheless, once a significant 

proportion of population gain ability to choose, overtaxing competitors and providing cheap fares would 

not decrease public transportation sensibility (Kemp, 1973). 

Determining public transportation performance and level of service are vital for understanding major 

system disabilities, as well as how future transport policies should be designed. Several authors 

developed tools and methodological techniques to measure public transportation efficiency (Ben-Akiva 

and Morikawa, 2002; Eboli and Mazzulla, 2011; Hensher et al., 2014, 2003). Existing evaluation 

methods differ essentially between subjective and objective concerns (Eboli and Mazzulla, 2011). 

Subjective evaluation investigate performance through individual perception. Thus, this technique seeks 

to obtain passenger’s point-of-view, considering both daily and occasional users. In general, 

experiments are conducted by surveys following a pre-defined classification of some public 

transportation issues. Consequently, answers and results are intrinsically related with each evaluation 

(Hensher et al., 2003), limiting comparison regarding public transportation systems in different 

scenarios. On the other hand, objective evaluation methods are supported by quantitative measures from 

a specific public transportation services. Rather than rating performance classification, objective 

analysis focus on universal and fixed data comparison (Eboli and Mazzulla, 2011). In addition, objective 

public transportation performance analysis enables both single – by time series standards – and multiple 

systems comparison. 

Recent works evidences that system coverage and network length, service frequency and reliability 

works as most relevant issues affecting public transportation level of service. De Grange et al. (2012) 

evaluate the impact of three transport policies (service network length, fares subsidies and private auto-

mobile use restriction) in forty-one HCPT rail-based system on worldwide metropolitan cities. The 
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results show that public transportation network expansion produces significant impact on HCPT usage 

levels, followed respectively by automobile restriction and irrelevant affect from fares subsidies. 

Moreover, the study findings show that for every 10 percent increasing of HCPT network, automobile 

use reduce on 2 percent and total public transportation trips increase by 3 percent. 

Others studies investigate the relationship between reliability, frequency of service and public 

transportation patronage levels. Chakrabarti and Giuliano (2015) shows that more reliable bus lines 

attract more passengers. Accordingly, authors argue that service efficiency and measures to avoid 

uncertain travel time is crucial for market share competing. Thus, investments should be address to real-

time information and unplanned congestion reduction. 

Although in economics, the price elasticity of demand theory and concept is applied for both macro and 

microeconomics, transportation-related researches tend to approach in deeper and detailed situations. 

As presented above, apart from the lack of a significant volume of researches (Litman, 2004), the 

majority investigates specific elasticity variances in very controlled cases. Moreover, this scenario gets 

worse if considering transportation-related macro elasticity of demand, and worsen considering 

megacities.   
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3 

STUDY CASES, DATA AND 
METHODOLOGY 

 

 

3.1. STUDY CASE 

Two key criteria drive the selection of megacities study cases for this dissertation: similarities and 

differences. First, some objective features should be similar enough to make cases comparable between 

each other. Based on this dissertation objectives, selected cases must have high-capacity public transport 

services. Further, in order to equalize the megacities dimensions, population, built-up urban area, and 

density variables were selected to ensure that all cases share similar size and physical features. Second, 

others attribute features must be different enough to verify the influence and weight of impact on further 

results. Hence, cases must be grouped according to similar country economic GVA distribution, level 

of urbanization, and GRDP per capita. This measure seeks to both normalizing the economic and urban 

development, giving more robustness to further findings. Finally, cases must present different cultural 

background (location), avoiding to incur in cultural social vicious. 

In accordance to UN WUP (2006), megacities are urban agglomerations with more than 10 million 

inhabitants, and as the automobile spread milestone are generally related to the end of the second World 

War, data from 1950 will be used to determine megacities from pre-automobile era and data from 2015 

current post-automobile cases. However, estimating the size of an urban agglomeration is usually 

controversial. Many national agencies and non-governmental organizations use distinct administration 

limits and definitions, generating dissimilar values for the same case. In order to avoid mismatches, 

selection will fundamentally base on UN WUP (2006) greater urban agglomerations rank, making some 

considerations when needed. 

Firstly, megacities were split into pre and post-automobile groups. As shown below, as pre-automobile 

megacities are few and from high-income countries, the group is homogenous and no further subdivision 

is required. In opposition, due to the significant number of megacities on post-automobile era, there are 

much more differences regarding socio-economic issues. Hence, recent megacities demand two 

subgroups: high-income with high-capacity public transportation during the nineteen seventies and low-

income with high-capacity public transportation during the nineteens nineties and noughties. 
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Table 3 – World’s greatest urban agglomeration. Source: UN WUP2005. 

 

Notes 

bold – Selected mega-city as study case. Italic – No high-capacity public transportation service. * – Available 

commuter rail service. ° – No available data or the last reported household travel survey without high-capacity public 

transportation. ¹ – High-capacity public transportation service operated exclusively by BRT systems. † – Chinese 

cities have lack of information about household travel surveys and no available data in English. ‡ – Population data 

for only Seoul Special City. Seoul Capital Area incorporate the city of Incheon and others municipalities in the 

Gyeonggi province, with 24 million inhabitants in 2010. 

  

Rank Agglomeration and Country Population 

(millions)

Agglomeration and Country Population 

(millions)

1 New York, USA 12.338 Tokyo, Japan 35.494

2 Tokyo, Japan 11.275 Bombay, India° 21.869

3 London, UK 8.361 Mexico City, Mexico 21.568

4 Shanghai, China 6.066 São Paulo, Brazil 20.535

5 Paris, France 5.424 New York, USA 19.876

6 Moscow, Russia 5.356 Delhi, India 18.604

7 Buenos Aires, Argentina 5.098 Shanghai, China† 17.225

8 Chicago, USA* 4.999 Calcutta, India 16.980

9 Calcutta, India 4.513 Dhaka, Bangladesh 16.842

10 Beijing, China 4.331 Jakarta, Indonesia¹ 16.822

11 Osaka, Japan 4.147 Lagos, Nigeria 16.141

12 Los Angeles, USA* 4.046 Karachi, Pak istan 15.155

13 Berlin, Germany 3.338 Buenos Aires, Argentina 13.396

14 Philadelphia, USA 3.128 Cairo, Egypt 13.138

15 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 2.950 Los Angeles, USA 13.095

16 Saint Petersburg, Russia 2.903 Manila, Philippines° 12.917

17 Mexico City, Mexico 2.883 Beijing, China† 12.850

18 Bombay, India 2.857 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 12.770

19 Detroit, USA 2.769 Osaka, Japan 11.309

20 Boston, USA* 2.551 Istanbul, Turkey 11.211

21 Cairo, Egypt 2.494 Moscow, Russia 11.022

22 Manchester, UK* 2.422 Guangzhou, China† 10.420

23 Tianjin, China 2.374 Paris, France 9.858

24 São Paulo, Brazil 2.334 Seoul, South Korea‡ 9.545

25 Birmingham, UK* 2.229 Chicago, USA* 9.469

26 Shenyang, China 2.091 Kinshasa, DRC* 9.304

27 Rome, Italy 1.884 Shenzhen, China†° 8.958

28 Milan, Italy 1.883 Bogota, Colombia¹ 8.932

29 San Francisco, USA 1.855 London, UK 8.618

30 Barcelona, Spain 1.809 Tehran, Iran 8.423

1950 2015
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3.1.1. PRE-AUTOMOBILE CASES 

Regarding Table 3, among the thirty biggest cities in the World by 1950, only Tokyo and New York 

had mega-city status, and one third were running any kind of subway or rapid urban rail service. 

Disparities on urban size are notable; the fourth ranked, Shanghai, has half the population of the two 

firsts, cases considered megacities. In the European context, only London resembles this urban status. 

In spite of dropping down the rank from 1950 to 2015, London changed little in population. While Paris 

and Moscow doubled, London remained stable on 8 million mark, evidencing that the most urbanization 

occurred before automobile spread. In more detail, Fig. 9 evidence that during this sixty-five years gap 

London had re-arranged population from inner to outer areas, achieving similar numbers back to 1950. 

Table 4 – Summarized data for pre-automobile cases. 

 

 

Fig. 9 – London demographic evolution through nineteenth and twentieth century. Source: National Statistic 
Office. 

Further, concerning only the central municipalities, while Tokyo and New York have similar built-up 

area, and hence, densities, London exhibit a modest dimension. Despite the spatial differences, all three 

cases similarities extent to starting high-capacity public transportation in the nineteenth century, share 

comparable levels of industrial and service GVA, as well as high levels of income per capita and country 

urban population share. Table 4 summarized relevant similarities regarding the three cases. Moreover, 

each case lies on a different continent with specific-culture background and spatially distant. Hence, 

based on the attempt to diversify the cultural background and considering the inevitable pioneers on 

high-capacity public transportation, London completes the selected group of megacities from pre-

automobile era. 

Tokyo New York London Tokyo New York London

5 385 071 7 891 957 3 680 821 8 489 653 8 175 133 3 231 900

571.59 789.00 319.00 621.98 789.00 319.00

9 421.21 10 002.48 11 538.62 13 649.40 10 361.39 10 131.35

Industrial - - - 27.54 20.33 20.78

Service - - - 71.28 78.51 78.48

Agriculture - - - 1.18 1.16 0.74

63.27 70.00 78.44 90.52 80.77 81.30

1885 1904 1863

2010

Urbanization index (%)

HCPT (year)

1950

G
V

A
 (

%
)

Population

Built-up urban area (%)

Density (population/km²)
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3.1.2. POST-AUTOMOBILE CASES 

The sixty-five years gap evidence a great change on the World’s megacities rank. Regarding the top ten, 

only four cities remained ranked, the overall chart introduces thirteen new cities, and twenty-two cases 

now have mega-city status. Among the megacities, eight cases were out of the 1950 list and had 

urbanized in few decades. Expect for former Tokyo and New York, due to the lack of household travel 

survey, socio-economic data, and no high-capacity public transportation availability in the top ten 

megacities, only four cities have conditions to integrate this dissertation study case selection, i.e. São 

Paulo, Mexico City, Delhi and Jakarta. 

Furthermore, the four selected post-automobile megacities evidence disparities, demanding a finer 

subdivision and arrange. As summarized by Table 5 and  

Table 6, São Paulo and Mexico City started high-capacity public transportation services decades earlier, 

and both countries GVA share are more close to high-income/pre-automobile cases than properly 

emerging Delhi and Jakarta. Consequently, income per capita and urban population percentage are 

higher. The economics facts and public transportation infrastructure find similar grounds in São Paulo 

and Mexico City, as well as in Delhi and Jakarta, defining the two post-automobile subgroups: earlier 

high-income and later low-income. 

Table 5 – Summarized data for post-automobile cases with higher-income and early high-capacity public 
transportation. 

 

Table 6 – Summarized data for post-automobile cases with lower-income and late high-capacity public 
transportation. 

 

In order to balance the number of cases per group, post-automobile subgroups introduce Seoul in high-

income and Bangkok in low-income. Despite the lower UN WUP rank for Seoul and the absence of 

Bangkok in the chart, some facts clarify the choosing decision. 

São Paulo Mexico City Seoul São Paulo Mexico City Seoul

2 198 096 3 050 442 1 437 670 11 253 503 8 851 080 9 631 482

- - 605.21 968.30 790.19 605.21

- - 2 375.49 11 621.92 11 201.20 15 914.28

Industrial 41.75 21.31 26.81 27.36 35.13 38.27

Service 38.76 59.45 39.33 67.79 61.53 59.26

Agriculture 19.5 13.74 39.36 4.85 3.34 2.47

46.14 50.75 27.71 84.34 77.83 81.94

1974 1969 1974

Urbanization index (%)

HCPT (year)

Population

Built-up urban area (%)

Density (population/km²)

G
V

A
 (

%
)

1950 2010

Delhi Jakarta Bangkok Delhi Jakarta Bangkok

1 744 072 1 430 000 1 178 881 16 753 235 9 607 787 8 305 000

- - - 579.28 653.63 1 026.00

- - - 28 920.79 14 699.12 8 094.54

Industrial 19.93 15.05 19.16 27.16 42.78 40.03

Service 38.29 33.50 45.00 54.64 40.67 49.54

Agriculture 41.77 51.46 35.84 18.21 13.93 10.53

17.92 14.59 19.67 30.93 49.92 44.08

2002 2004 1999

Urbanization index (%)

HCPT (year)

Population

Built-up urban area (%)

Density (population/km²)

G
V

A
 (

%
)

1950 2010
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UN WUP data for Seoul only consider the Special City administration, an urban area limited to only 

605 km2. The whole Seoul Capital Area accounts for more than twenty-four million inhabitants and 

covers near 11.700 km2. The low ranking occurs due to methodology mismatches regarding administra-

tive boundaries. For example, Shanghai data contemplate an area of near 6.300 km2, and New York 

more than 34.000 km2. Hence, as shown by Table 5, Seoul evidences strong similarities with São Paulo 

and Mexico City, as well as complementing the desired cultural difference. Additionally, South Korea 

development counterpoint the urban fallacy of the relation between fast urbanization and poverty. From 

1960 until 2010, South Korea population doubled and urban population rose from 27.71% to 81.94%. 

In accordance, the ratio between high-income countries and South Korea decrease from 12.30 in 1962 

to only 1.64 in 2014. As a comparison, during the same interval China decrease ratio gap from 19.32 to 

8.13 and urbanized significantly lesser than Korea did. 

Table 7 – Public transportation system select by megacities 

 

Source: Tokyo: Companies annual report. New York, London, São Paulo, Mexico City, and Seoul: Transit Summit 

Leadership 2014 report. Delhi: DCMR annual report. Bangkok: MRT and BTS annual report. 

Like Seoul, UN WUP ranking standards ignored Bangkok as one of the World’s most populous urban 

agglomeration. In spite of the absence, Bangkok not only gathers sufficient conditions for the global 

analysis and subgroup composition, as has household travel survey data available for comparison. 

However, all low-income post-automobile are located in Asia, more specifically south Asia. This 

City Systems Annual Ridership 

(millions)

Network 

lenght (km)

Tokyo JR East 3.311 -

Keikyu 164 18,30

Keio 603 77,60

Keisei 135 23,90

Metro 2.366 185,10

Odakyu 331 26,50

Tokyo Waterfront 88 12,20

Seibu 523 93,40

Tobu 320 28,20

Toei 1.028 106,20

Tokyo Monorail 45 17,80

Tokyu 684 60,00

Tsukuba 56 13,20

Yurikamome 36 14,70

New York New York City Subway 1.785 438,00

London Underground 1.260 402,00

Dockland Light Railway 101 34,00

National Rail 126 86,00

São Paulo Metrô 1.107 66,20

Companhia Paulista de Trens Metropolitanos 642 257,50

Mexico City Sistema de Transporte Colectivo 1.609 226,00

Seoul Seoul Metropolitan Subway 2.553 331,50

Delhi Delhi Metro Rail Company 871 193,26

Jakarta Transjakarta - -

Bangkok BTS Skytrain 219 36,90

Mass Rapid Transit 92 20,00
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subgroup lack of diversity is in accordance to no existence of similar cases in Europe and America, no 

available data for African cities, and due to the intense urbanization of Asia itself. 

3.1.3. HIGH-CAPACITY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 

In accordance to the previous high-capacity public transportation definition, each selected case study 

have at least one high-capacity public transportation system. Table 7 introduces the selected 

transportation services and provides some basic information. 

3.2. DATA 

Based on existing literature, a set of variables were selected to perform the macro-economic analysis 

and support the discussion. According to the literature structure on chapter 2, data selection follows the 

similar order: land-use and demographics, complemented by transportation outcomes and economics. 

The chosen land-use variables were density, percentage of jobs in CBD, and HCPT coverage area. For 

demographics, the selected variables were GDP per capita, household size, vehicles per household, and 

households with no automobile. The transportation outcomes expressed by the mode split share divided 

into four categories: (a) private mode, (b) public transportation mode, (b1) HCPT mode, (b2) bus mode, 

trips per capita, and the fare recovery ratio. 

Density was selected due to the controversy relevance of the variable in the literature. In spite of any 

Newman and Kenworthy (1989) and Kenworthy and Laube (1999) methodological shortcomings, both 

studies incurred on comparing urban agglomerations with remarkable size disparities. As evidenced 

previously by Table 2, disregarding socio-economic and cultural features, small, middle or large size 

cities experience huge differences concerning population distribution. Comparing Hong Kong with 

Brussels, Portland, or Winnipeg have enough potential to drive any study to tricky situations. However, 

as this dissertation focus only to megacities, density will be tested in a more controlled environment, 

giving the chance for new insights concerning the variable relevance on travel pattern. 

Following, due to the size of megacities agglomerations and the macroeconomic scope, diversity 

indicator seeks to determine succinctly the spatial dispersion of each case study. In accordance to the 

Brotchie triangle (Wegener and Fürst, 1999), through the concentration of jobs in the CBD it is possible 

to coarsely determine the urban spatial interaction behaviour of each mega-city. As pointed out 

previously, megacities that tend to more dispersion and high mobility pattern should demand a more 

capillary network than monocentric models. Moreover, jobs percentage in CBD will be used as an 

indicator to identify a specific spatial interaction, rather than a variable used for analytical correlations 

and regressions. 

As stated previously, this dissertation is an introductory investigation based on macroeconomic analysis; 

hence, there is no place for finer details and concerns about micro data. Although several studies 

approaching specific road network and detailed accessibility concerns, as well as aging support, urban 

amenities and open space design have defended some influence on urban travel pattern, this study will 

consider only distance to public transportation. However, differently from De Grange et al. (2012), that 

used the length of subway tracks as a variable for measuring the size of the service, this study had 

computed the catchment area of each HCPT station. This procedure attempt to reduce the absence of 

information regarding road network design and avoid parallelism or redundant services. 

Due to the lack of information regarding roadways and expressways, this research was unable to provide 

a general macro indicator for private transportation accessibility similar to public transportation. The 

private mode accessibility gap was filled by the significant literature referencing the correlation between 

automobile ownership and GDP per capita (Dargay and Gately, 1999; Giuliano and Dargay, 2006), as 
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well as motorization indicators, i.e. vehicles per household and household with no automobile, and au-

tomobile usage (Schimek, 1996). However, both motorization indicators have evident limitations and 

were analysed with caution. 

Regarding specific demographic features, household size and trips per capita were selected based on the 

relevance documented on travel pattern literature (Dunphy and Fisher, 1996; Gordon et al., 1988; 

Levinson and Kumar, 1995; Strathman et al., 1994). However, the absence of indicators regarding the 

increase of woman labour force should bias this investigation to disregard the number of working person 

per households, an impacting variable in current travel pattern literature (Gordon et al., 1988; Levinson 

and Kumar, 1995) 

In addition, GDP per capita were selected concerning two different objectives. First, the establishment 

of criteria for the study cases selection and group segregation. Further, GRDP per capita, more 

specifically the current stable values, is one of the recurring socio-economic indicator to measure 

prosperity levels. Although consumer prices index, interest rates and inflation levels have a decisive 

effect on the overall per capita income, richer society tend to have greater choice ability than poorer 

ones, as well as more opportunities to travel (Farber et al., 2014; Giuliano and Narayan, 2003; Kemp, 

1973). 

Table 8 – Fare recovery ratio data to aggregate scatter plot regression. 

 

Finally, as some household travel survey do not compute travelled distance and time, as well as annual 

VMT, the only available transportation outcome is the mode split share. Although the massive presence 

of the former variables on travel pattern literature and the recurrence in the attempt to define each city 

travel pattern, the mode share seeks to reflects an overall image for urban mobility and respective auto-

City Year

Tokyo 1980 n 171%

1990 n 170%

2012 n 130%

New York 1995 l 60%

2012 l 39%

London 1976 l 76%

1980 l 78%

1990 p 84%

2012 p 83%

São Paulo 1978 l 20%

1988 l 29%

1998 l 79%

2008 l 78%

Mexico City 2012 l *46%

Seoul 2012 l 74%

Delhi 2008 p 91%

Jakarta -  -

Bangkok 2010 p 86%

Fare recovery ratio (%)

* Fare operational recovery ratio
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dependent or sustainable level. Therefore, concerning the influence of the financial stability on HCPT 

services maintenance and expansion (Cohen, 1988; Plotch, 2015; Silva, 2015; Wachs, 1984), the fare 

recovery ratio complement the regression analysis. Similar to mode split share, data for fare recovery 

ratio results from all HCPT companies, disregarding each company individual results, as summarized 

on Table 8. The fare recovery ratio results are also divided into two groups: (a) Profitable, where results 

are higher than 100%; (b) Loss-making, where results are lower than 100%. In addition, in accordance 

to the fact that the majority of HCPT are in public domains, it is expected that those companies do not 

seek for profit making. Hence, loss-making services should be sub-divided into two more categories: 

(b1) Neutral loss, where results are between 100% and 80%; (b2) Strong loss, where results are lower 

than 80%. 

Table 9 – Primary data sources part 1. 

 

In accordance to the significant variety of variables and institutional organization of each study case, 

Table 9 and Table 10 summarize the selected primary data, corresponding unit, data source, and 

available sets. Nonetheless, while some primary data are ready to be used, i.e. population, household, 

registered vehicles, produced trips, built-up urban area, and households with no car, others require some 

adjusts and homogenization to equalize units and values. In accordance, the level of processing depends 

on the complexity and the lack of uniformity that each variable presents. Moreover, the combination 

and arrangements of primary data generates compounded indicators. Merging two or more primary data 

into one sub-product allows a more complex and risky bi-variable evaluation, correlating three or more 

variables at the same time. 

Population and 

household

Registered 

vehicles

Households with 

no vehicle Mode split share Trips

Units Absolute value Absolute value Percentage Percentage Absolute value

Tokyo

New York 2000 and 2010 

USA census 

New York State 

Department of 

motor vehicle

2000 and 2010 

USA census 

London 1971, 1981, 

1991, 2001 and 

2011 UK census

São Paulo

Mexico City 1970, 1980, 1990 

and 2010 Mexico 

census

Inegi: Vehículos de 

motor registrados 

en circulación

Origin-destination 

survey for 2007 

data.

Seoul

Delhi 2011 India 

census

2001 and 2008 

Rites report

Jakarta Statistic 

Indonesia

Wismadi et al. 

(2013)

Senbil et al. 

(2007)

JICA (2012)

Bangkok 2005 and 2010 

Thailand  census

Tulyasuwan (2013)

Primary data

Tokyo statistical yearbook

Travel in London: Report 6. Transport for London

1978, 1988, 1998 and 2008 Origin-destination survey

Delhi economic survey for 2014

1978, 1988, 1998 and 2008 

Tokyo metropolitan region trip 

survey

1997/98 and 2010/11 Regional 

household travel survey 

Thailand: Making transport more energy efficient. 

World Bank Report

Statistics of Seoul Statistics of Seoul

El transporte en la región centro 

de México report for 1972, 1983 

and 1994 data. 2007 Origin-

destination survey
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Table 10 – Primary data sources part 2. 

 

3.2.1. PRIMARY DATA PROCESSING 

Regarding all primary data, public transportation coverage area has the most complex and laborious 

processing. First, it demands the definition of a methodology to calculate the public transportation 

network catchment area. The literature regarding walking distance to public transportation station 

approach three traditional methodologies: overlapping circles, Thiessen Polygons and non-overlapping 

circles with Thiessen polygons (Upchurch et al., 2004). In order to obtain a macro value, this dissertation 

uses the non-overlapping circles methodology, merging all catchment area into a single shape. As 

detailed road network and urban design are out of scope, fixed buffers from an estimated station centroid 

determine each station catchment area, progressing station by station to form the whole network. As the 

literature significantly vary for the maximum walking distance from 0.8 km to 1km (Crowley et al., 

2009; Guerra, 2014b; Guerra et al., 2012; Upchurch et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2013), the buffer distance 

is set to a mean value of 0.9 km. In addition, each station-opening year determines the public 

transportation network size for each available household travel survey. 

Fare box recovery 

ratio

Public 

transportation 

coverage area GDP per capita Built-up urban area Jobs

Units Percentage Km² US Dollar Absolute value Km² Percentage

Tokyo Shoji (2001) Open street 

map 2016

World Bank; Yusuf 

and Nabeshima 

(2006)

New York Transit Leadership 

Summit 2012-2014 

report

Open street 

map 2016

OECD 2000 and 2010 

USA census 

NYS Department 

of Labor

London Transport for 

London Annual 

Report; Shoji 

(2001)

Open street 

map 2016

World Bank; 

OECD

São Paulo Metrô annual 

financial report

Open street 

map 2016

World Bank; IBGE Embrapa Rodrigues and 

Silva (2009)

Mexico City Transit Leadership 

Summit 2012-2014 

report

Open street 

map 2016

World Bank, INEGI Duhua and Giglia 

(2007)

Seoul Transit Leadership 

Summit 2012-2014 

report

Open street 

map 2016

Yusuf and 

Nabeshima (2006); 

Glanville and 

Glanville (2011)

Statistics of Seoul Barter (1999)

Delhi DMRC Annual 

report 2014

Open street 

map 2016

Slack and 

Chattopadhyay 

(2009)

Bijender (2014)

Jakarta Open street 

map 2016

World Bank, World 

Bank (2009)

Statistic Indonesia Barter (1999)

Bangkok BMPT Annual 

report 2014

Open street 

map 2016

World Bank, 

Choiejit and 

Teungfung (2005)

Angel et al. (2011) Barter (1999)

Primary data

Tokyo statistical yearbook

Office for National statistics
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Based on the previous concept, the calculation of the HCPT coverage area uses QGIS software and Open 

Street Map data, as well as each company information regarding stations opening year and operational 

status. Nevertheless, services outside administrative boundaries are ignored, taking effect only if station 

catchment area extends significantly through the territory to justify the computing.  

Concerning mode split share, as some household travel survey do not report non-motorized trips and 

make no distinction between automobile and motorcycle, mode split share variable only concerns to 

motorized trips and the transportation modes are divided into three groups: high-capacity, i.e. rail or 

BRT, low-capacity, i.e. buses, auto-rickshaw, and informal services, and finally private. Hence, the total 

modal share results from the sum of private and public transportation modes. However, as the majority 

of cases report non-motorized numbers, this circumstantial omission does not invalidate non-motorized 

variable, applying analysis only for cases where the variable exists. 

About fare recovery ratio, while some values are extracted directly from the Transit Leadership Summit 

(2014) in the final form, others are obtained through each company financial annual report. In these 

cases, fare box recovery is the ratio between operational income and expenditures only, disregarding 

any other non-transportation related source of income. In particular, due the lack of public financial 

report from Mexico’s STC, fare recovery ratio referees only for 2004 data set. 

The data regarding jobs concentration were obtained through two different sources and under different 

standards. While for Seoul, Jakarta and Bangkok data derive from Barter (1999) and are formatted in 

absolute percentages values in accordance to CBD and inner areas. On the other hand, for New York, 

London, Tokyo, and São Paulo, data from each respective labour survey were used to analyse the job 

distribution. Due to the lack of official CBD or inner areas boundaries, each study case spatial dispersion 

pattern was obtained based on the differences of jobs concentration. For example, in São Paulo near 43 

percent of jobs are concentrated in only three districts, which account for 8.7 percent of the municipal 

area. 

Finally, in order to homogenize the GRDP, an aggregated data set estimates values for all cases and 

time-series. This concept seeks to avoid currency disparities, local inflation corrosion, and changes on 

GRDP calculation methodology. The following formula estimates the uniformed GRDP per capita: 

 CITY GRDP = City share (%) * National GDP (1) 

Where city share is obtained through institutional reports and national GDP from World Bank database 

values for GDP at market prices (current US$). 

3.2.2. COMPOUND VARIABLES PROCESSING 

In addition to mode split share, fare recovery ratio, and the traditional composite indicators of density, 

household size, vehicles per household, and GRDP per capita, this study introduces an another 

composite indicator. Based on the ratio regarding HCPT coverage area and the built-up urban area, the 

indicator ‘β’ produces a macro value for overall city HCPT accessibility, disregarding the road network 

structure and detailed station features in this introductory stage. 

Further, in accordance to price elasticity of demand theory, the ratio between ‘β’ and HCPT mode share 

lead to ‘φ’, a three composite indicator expressed by formula 2.1. This indicator seeks to measure the 

impact that the network size has on attracting more patronage and increasing share on transportation 

market. In other words, how much each percent of network increase contributes to HCPT mode share. 

The results behaviour in the same way of price elasticity of demand, where ‘φ’ = 0 are interpreted as 

perfectly inelastic, 0 < ‘φ’ < 1 as inelastic, ‘φ’ = 1 as unit elastic, and ‘φ’ < 1 as elastic. 
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φ = 

β

HCPT mode share
 

(2) 

The same concept can evaluate if the ‘β’ value produce the similar or reverse results over private mode, 

as well as applying the same criteria for a private mode performance indicator. However, due the lack 

of data regarding road infrastructure, with highlight to developing countries, and the pronounced litera-

ture concerning increasing levels of automobile ownership, this introductory research approaches the 

relation between vehicles per household and households with no automobile. Thus, in accordance to 

HCPT coverage area indicator, future investigation should approach private transportation through a 

similar concept, i.e. the road network density. 

Table 11 – Land-use and socio-economics selected data 

 

  

Year

Density

(pop/km²)

Household 

size

(persons)

GRDP per 

capita

(US dollars)

Jobs 

concentration 

in CBD

(%)

Vehicles 

per 

household 

(1)

Household 

with no 

vehicle

(%)

Trip 

per 

capita

Tokyo T1 1978 8 259.45 2.69 11 917$      0.514 0.463 - -

T2 1988 8 201.99 2.47 29 863$      0.518 0.688 - -

T3 1998 8 319.67 2.31 44 314$      0.505 0.745 - -

T4 2008 8 668.26 2.05 49 835$      0.516 0.707 - 3.88

London L1 1971 4 587.29 2.72 3 624$        - 0.622 0.538 2.10

L2 1981 4 129.79 2.58 17 403$      0.577 0.765 0.447 2.24

L3 1991 4 185.27 2.36 33 674$      0.531 0.801 0.407 2.06

L4 2001 4 561.96 2.38 43 357$      0.627 0.822 0.376 2.14

L5 2011 5 198.93 2.50 58 812$      0.682 0.715 0.416 2.14

New York N1 1998 10 149.91 2.65 64 295$      0.627 0.548 0.535 3.20

N2 2008 10 361.39 2.63 71 437$      0.616 0.570 0.546 3.60

São Paulo P1 1978 7 766.54 4.14 3 844$        - 0.608 0.557 2.83

P2 1988 9 426.23 3.83 7 556$        - 0.604 0.569 2.20

P3 1998 10 179.54 3.60 8 201$        - 0.701 0.476 1.99

P4 2008 11 253.37 3.34 24 940$      0.621 0.647 0.493 1.95

Seoul S1 1990 18 017.76 3.27 11 000$      0.300 0.387 - -

S2 1996 17 299.54 3.03 12 649$      - 0.570 - 2.66

S3 2002 16 986.70 2.84 14 297$      - 0.635 - 2.89

S4 2010 17 474.01 2.50 27 310$      0.237 0.665 - 2.95

M1 1972 9 820.24 5.13 1 282$        - - - 1.61

M2 1983 11 175.89 5.23 5 458$        - 1.028 - 2.54

M3 1994 10 422.49 4.04 7 378$        - 0.978 - 2.82

M4 2007 11 173.10 3.81 26 809$      - 1.423 0.522 2.49

Bangkok B1 2003 6 623.78 3.75 7 845$        0.580 1.436 0.250 2.85

B2 2015 8 094.75 2.88 12 680$      - 2.191 - 2.82

Delhi D1 2008 23 927.40 4.89 3 161$        - 1.545 0.401 -

Jakarta J1 2010 14 699.12 3.80 13 282$      0.590 4.390 0.280 -

Mexico 

City
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Table 12 – Transport-related selected data 

 

Table 11 and   

Year

Private 

mode 

share 

(%) (2)

Public 

transport 

mode 

share (%)

HCPT 

mode 

share 

(%) (3)

LCPT 

mode 

share 

(%)

HCPT 

Coverage 

area 

(km²)

Built-up 

area ratio 

(%) (4) (3)/(4) (3)/(1) (2)/(4) (2)/(1)

Tokyo T1 1978 0.351 0.649 0.596 0.053 609.48 0.433 1.376 1.287 0.811 0.758

T2 1988 0.295 0.705 0.656 0.049 645.00 0.446 1.471 0.954 0.661 0.429

T3 1998 0.279 0.721 0.672 0.049 678.75 0.468 1.436 0.902 0.596 0.374

T4 2008 0.190 0.810 0.762 0.048 690.17 0.476 1.601 1.078 0.399 0.269

London L1 1971 0.576 0.424 0.175 0.249 439.06 0.279 0.627 0.281 2.065 0.927

L2 1981 0.652 0.348 0.142 0.206 443.50 0.282 0.504 0.186 2.312 0.852

L3 1991 0.675 0.325 0.158 0.167 452.77 0.288 0.549 0.197 2.344 0.843

L4 2001 0.667 0.333 0.161 0.172 471.81 0.300 0.537 0.196 2.223 0.811

L5 2011 0.526 0.474 0.222 0.252 478.78 0.305 0.728 0.311 1.725 0.736

New York N1 1998 0.535 0.465 0.262 0.203 327.19 0.415 0.631 0.478 1.289 0.976

N2 2008 0.533 0.467 0.281 0.186 335.48 0.425 0.661 0.493 1.254 0.935

São Paulo P1 1978 0.337 0.663 0.068 0.595 67.30 0.070 0.971 0.112 4.814 0.554

P2 1988 0.441 0.559 0.137 0.422 101.64 0.105 1.305 0.227 4.200 0.730

P3 1998 0.467 0.533 0.139 0.394 122.95 0.127 1.094 0.198 3.677 0.666

P4 2008 0.442 0.558 0.121 0.437 171.70 0.177 0.684 0.187 2.497 0.683

Seoul S1 1990 0.260 0.740 0.297 0.443 206.60 0.341 0.871 0.767 0.762 0.672

S2 1996 0.246 0.754 0.294 0.460 247.70 0.409 0.719 0.516 0.601 0.432

S3 2002 0.269 0.731 0.346 0.385 354.38 0.586 0.590 0.545 0.459 0.424

S4 2010 0.241 0.759 0.362 0.397 376.80 0.623 0.581 0.544 0.387 0.362

M1 1972 0.107 0.893 0.103 0.790 57.15 0.072 1.431 - 1.486 -

M2 1983 0.192 0.808 0.292 0.516 108.99 0.138 2.116 0.284 1.391 0.187

M3 1994 0.177 0.823 0.140 0.683 174.47 0.221 0.633 0.143 0.801 0.181

M4 2007 0.212 0.788 0.139 0.649 200.52 0.254 0.547 0.098 0.835 0.149

Bangkok B1 2003 0.535 0.465 0.035 0.430 36.35 0.035 1.000 0.024 15.286 0.373

B2 2015 0.465 0.535 0.174 0.361 91.10 0.089 1.955 0.079 5.225 0.212

Delhi D1 2008 0.415 0.585 0.056 0.529 106.90 0.152 0.368 0.036 2.730 0.269

Jakarta J1 2010 0.728 0.272 0.272 0.272 200.61 0.307 0.886 0.062 2.371 0.166

Mexico 

City
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Table 12 summarize the full extent of case study samples, primary variables, and compounded variables 

used for both bivariate correlations and regressions. Further, complementary calculations, such as mean 

values, standard deviation and elasticity of demand also uses the values from both tables. Moreover, Fig. 

10 presents a comparative graphical diagram, at 1:1.000.000 scale, regarding all case study. The set 

concern cases administrative boundaries, with the exception of Mexico City, which provides the urban 

built-up area and the last sample values for HCPT coverage area. Although the built-up area ratio was 

computed based on the built-up urban area, the graphical comparison was created using administrative 

data due to the lack of GIS built-up area data.  
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Tokyo (Coverage area: 690 km² - Built-up ratio: 47.6%) 

 

Seoul (Coverage area: 337 

km² - Built-up ratio: 62.3%) 

 

New York (Coverage area: 335 

km² - Built-up ratio: 42.5%) 
 

London (Coverage area: 479 km² - 

Built-up ratio: 30.5%) 
Mexico City (Coverage area: 

201 km² - Built-up ratio: 

25.4%) 

 

Delhi (Coverage area: 107 km² - 

Built-up ratio: 15.2%) 
 

Jakarta (Coverage area: 201 

km² - Built-up ratio: 30.7%) 
São Paulo (Coverage area: 172 km² - 

Built-up ratio: 17.7%) 

Bangkok (Coverage area: 91 km² - 

Built-up ratio: 8.9%) 
 

Fig. 10 – Case study graphical comparison.  
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3.3. METHODOLOGY 

As already marked, this dissertation methodology is based on macro-economic analysis applied to urban 

transportation. In accordance to the basic economy theory, the analysis intend to investigate the 

functioning of the urban transportation market as a whole (Turnovsky, 1977), leaving micro-analysis or 

specific investigation sub-products for further research. 

Differently from the very static nature of general current researches (Cervero, 1998; Ewing and Cervero, 

2010; Guerra and Cervero, 2011; Kenworthy and Laube, 1999; Newman and Kenworthy, 1999; Priester 

et al., 2013), this study proposed a broader and flexible understanding of the general urban mobility in 

megacities worldwide. Hence, there is the absolute absence of any taxonomy exercise, imposing and 

segregating megacities in accordance to mobility clusters based on fixed indicators. In contrast, although 

some cases may experience momentary the prevalence of a specific travel pattern or any transportation 

mode dependence, this state is inelastic enough to never change. The attempt to analyse megacities 

complexity and diversity based on a ‘Polaroid’ snapshot provides very few results to debate, producing 

dubious and strong ideological bias conclusion. 

In fact, static studies suggest unable to seek effectively to find any reasonable pattern. Moreover, the 

study opportunity worsens considering careless and weaker criteria for the selection of the case study. 

Comparing numerous urban agglomerations with contrasting numbers, e.g. population, land area, and 

infrastructures, may lead to an unequivocal assumption that there are a vast number of mobility clusters, 

and hinder the ability to find patterns. For example, Priester et al. (Priester et al., 2013) clustered forty-

one megacities worldwide in accordance to thirteen categories. Among selected cities, some 

comparisons raise contradictions, such as Tokyo and Melbourne, Singapore and Atlanta, Berlin and 

Osaka. 

The reckless use of regressions, correlations and statistics can lead to errors and misinterpretations. A 

study can fail if do not accomplish the logic of mathematic or found spurious variables correlations with 

no literature support. The former failure occurs by neglecting the very nature of mathematical logic and 

fundamental statistical assumptions. A brief explanation of the basic mathematical logic on correlations 

and statistics were presented by Brindle (1994). The author evidenced a remarkable statistical mistake 

found in Newman and Kenworthy (1989). In accordance to the author, the significant correlation 

between urban density and fuel consumption found by Newman and Kenworthy, occurs due to the 

correlation of two compounded variables that share a common indicator. Based on a hypothetical 

exercise correlating 1/C and C, where ‘C’ values were randomly generated, Brindle (1994) evidenced 

that Newman and Kenworthy findings results from mathematical nature reason rather than any density 

and fuel consumption real correlation. 

However, ensuring the right work of statistical and mathematics does not prevent the generation of 

shortcomings. It is acceptable to find almost perfect correlations regarding two variables with no 

connection. Causalities are not rare, but can never be assumed as proof of some kind of truth, justify 

decision-making or structure any public policies. Brindle (1994) presents the classical example of storks 

nesting in chimneys in a French Village, and the number of births in that month. In order to increase the 

birth rate, should villagers build more chimneys or stretches existing ones? More recently, without any 

academic intent and supported by official US government data, Tyler Vigen15 found some awkward 

spurious-correlation regarding US cheese consumption and number of people who died by becoming 

tangled in their bedsheets, as well as divorce rate in Maine and per capita consumption of margarine. 

If the previous correlations are real facts, should Americans stop eating cheese to decrease the death due 

to becoming tangled by bedsheets? Is there any criminal or medicine literature approaching such 

                                                      
15 http://tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations 
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phenomena? Furthermore, should Maine Government ban margarine to defend the family stability and 

honour? Hence, literature support is a sine qua non condition for the results comments and interpretation. 

Even if the results show some deviation, there must be some clue in the literature to support as a 

reasonable argument and figure on next researches for deeper comprehending. 

In order to provide a great volume of comparable samples, as well as observe the evolutional behaviour 

of changing inputs and outputs, this study is structured by two different approaches: cross-sectional and 

a time-series analysis. Both approaches use the same data set, varying on events linearity and samples 

arrange. The former, considered each study case household travel survey a single occurrence, regardless 

of their chronological order. As a result, instead of nine cases and the need to segregate samples 

according to similar time-period, and later perform the analysis in accordance to each time-period, the 

analysis broader and obtain an overall number of twenty-seven ‘independent’ samples. This solution 

allows comparing events distant in time without any concern to equalize the gap disparities. 

Nonetheless, megacities that started HCPT services earlier, and in accordance have more travel 

household surveys, compose the majority of the comparable products. This analytical mechanism is 

possible due to the absolutely lack of relationship between the variables and the time in which they 

occur. Only GRDP per capita suffer distortions regarding the independence of time-series chain. On the 

other hand, the time-series approach considered essentially the evolution over time, concerning mainly 

to macro elasticity and final observations. Hence, each mega-city case study is related to one specific 

result. Due to singular events availability, Delhi and Jakarta are disregarded for time-series analysis. 

The overall process and analytic are composed by three parts: Pearson’s bivariate correlation coefficient, 

regression with scatter plot graphics, and the elasticity of demand, enhancing the depth of the study in 

accordance to the advance. For the first part, all selected data were divided into two groups: primary and 

basic compounded variables, and complex compounded variables groups. 

On the first, the twelve variables regarding socio-economics, density and transportation outputs were 

correlated, seeking for patterns and significant p-values. In contrast, to avoid overlapping of data, which 

led inevitably to extreme spurious results, the second group just correlate the four complex compounded 

variables with density and GRDP per capita, the only variables completely exclude from any further 

sub-product. 

Following, the second part consisted of a more detailed interpretation regarding only bivariate correla-

tions with significance at the level 0.01. Concerning the regression, plots evidencing any spurious 

hyperbola and R-squared lower than 0.5 were also ignored. Additionally, fare box recovery ratio data 

were added to each respective plot value – numbers and criteria present on Table 8, aggregating one 

more data into the analysis. As fare box recovery ratio is not added into the mathematics of the regression, 

this data behaves as an auxiliary to the plot interpretation. The regressions results were split in 

accordance to two key categories: socio-economics inputs and transportation outputs. While for socio-

economic inputs, the analysis was concentrated over household size and GRDP per capita, transportation 

outputs focused over HCPT mode share and bus mode share. Moreover, cases in evident contrast, 

concerning both ‘x’ and ‘y’ axis or the “third” fare box auxiliary data, were defined as outliners and 

excluded from the regressions. Notes and observations to clarify findings and significant issues will 

follow the regressions scatter plot. 
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  Model A             Model B 

Fig. 11 – Differences from correlation and elasticity of demand interpretation.  

The third part proposes an analogy to price elasticity of demand. Instead of comparing variances of price 

and demand, this empirical exercise seeks to validate the ability that each correlation has on predicting 

any future scenario, as well as supporting the correlation significance. This analogy is based on previous 

regression findings, considering that every sample should behave under an overall pattern, allowing 

policy makers and private companies to plan future HCPT expansions. As presented by Fig. 11, based 

on a random correlation, adapted from Brindle (1994), although showing a strong correlation, each case 

study samples could be distributed in accordance to an arbitrary pattern – model ‘a’, or evidencing a 

quite uniform development pattern – model ‘b’. Correlations distributed similarly to model ‘a’ suggests 

that despite any significant correlation, variables tend to vary in accordance to local influences and 

specific conditions. Hence, public policy makers, transportation companies’ actions strategy, or 

investigation results should not be regarded as universal. In the other hand, correlations that present 

scatter plot similar to model ‘b’ tend to evidence a more homogenous pattern, even if the development 

find contrasting directions. Therefore, predictions and estimations concerning the variances of each 

variable are more controlled and able to really cause influence. 

As stated previously in chapter 2, the elasticity demand curve may represent four reasonable 

hypothetical trends; (a) linearly, where both variables increase in equal ratio, regardless the position in 

the graphic. (b) positive curve, where cases with lower values in ‘X’ axis have more elasticity than cases 

with higher value. (c) negative curve, where cases with higher values in ‘X’ axis have more elasticity 

than cases with lower values. (d) random, where in spite of the strong correlation, cases progression 

behaves independently from a logical order. Except for the latter, that obviously evidence a causal 

correlation, the existence of a well-defined trend line reinforces the global robustness of the correlation 

and become useful for predicting future scenarios or understand consequences that policy may produce. 

The four hypothetical approaches are summarized by Fig. 12. 

In the end, a brief consideration about the influence that the fare box recovery ratio produces on each 

case study HCPT services. This final part analyses the final financial status, profit or loss making, as 

well as the disaggregated of operational costs, property depreciation and debts interests. 
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Fig. 12 – Diagram with the expected four elasticity of demand curves. 
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4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

This chapter presents the most relevant results, debating findings and related evidences, as well as some 

hypothetical explanations based on the intrinsic literature. Moreover, the main question and the three 

initial hypothesis are revisited, validating or discarding in accordance to results and findings. Further-

more, the analysis is structured based on a progressive narrative composed by three parts, starting from 

the macro Pearson’s bivariate correlation; finer bivariate regression graphical analysis and concluding 

with the conceptual application of the elasticity variance. As the macroeconomic analysis seeks for a 

comprehensive and concise understating, correlations and observed facts are debated in accordance to 

each significance and the required level of detail. In other words, findings that suggest weaken correla-

tion in the macro level would not be analysed on further stages, and results with strong correlation are 

analysed only in the second and third stages. 

4.1. VARIABLE CORRELATION 

4.1.1. PRIMARY AND BASIC COMPOUNDED VARIABLES 

At first glance, except for the flagged correlation regarding private and public transportation mode share, 

correlations presented by Table 14 initially evidence the absence of spurious occurrences, even 

concerning compounded variables that share common indicators. In those cases, household size, 

vehicles per household and households with no vehicles evidenced insignificant correlation among 

household-based variables, as well as density, HCPT coverage area, and built-up area ratio regarding 

land area-based variables. In addition, the high correlation regarding private and public transportation 

mode should necessarily be expected. This behaviour occurs in accordance to the fact that mode split 

share is composed by only motorized modes. The absence of this evident correlation should be treated 

as a spurious fact and demand the revision of all transportation outputs variables. 

A more detailed observation of the bivariate Pearson’s correlation results suggests five clear evidences. 

First, in a macro-economic analysis of megacities, density, vehicles per household, households with no 

vehicles, private transportation share, and public transportation share have insignificant correlation 

regarding any other of the selected variables. Second, in accordance to the classical socio-economic 

literature, there is a notorious pattern regarding the decrease of household size and the general increase 

of GRDP per capita, i.e. negative correlation. This expected behaviour partially validate the adjusted 

calculation to estimates GRDP per capita. Third, calculation suggests a significant correlation regarding 

both GRDP per capita and household size to LCPT and HCPT share, as well as HCPT coverage area 

and built-environment share. In addition, trips per capita and HCPT mode share also evidenced 

correlation with significance at level 0.01. Fourth, while the five public transportation related variables 

evidence a significant mutual influence, private automobile share suggests ignoring any other variable 
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impact and behaving in accordance to density and household motorization lack of influencing. Fifth, 

trips per capita evidence significant correlation to only HCPT mode share. 

Following, only the results with no significant correlation, GRDP per capita, and trips per capita will be 

debated in this first level. In spite of presenting some bivariate correlation coefficient significant in level 

0.01, GRDP per capita and trips per capita fail to provide relevance in the regression analysis and 

downgrade to this first analytical stage. 

4.1.1.1. Results with no significant correlation 

Concerning density, the lack of correlation is remarkable and contributes to the intense literature debate 

about how relevant increasing or decreasing urban densities is to perform changes on urban travel pattern. 

In spite of the significant disparities regarding sample’s density values, 4.129,79 (L2) to 23.927,40 (D1), 

the variable was unable to perform any significant correlation to both motorization levels, any 

transportation outputs, and even concerning income and household size variables. The fact that, in a 

macro analysis, densities do not alter neither private nor public transportation mode counterpoint most 

of Newman, Kenworthy and Laube findings and suggestions as the main instrument for decreasing auto-

dependency in cities. 

 

Fig. 13 – Schematic diagram of samples distribution according to density threshold. 

At least three apparently plausible hypothesis explain the resulting behaviour of megacities density 

irrelevance on a macro level. The first, hypothetically defended by researches in advocacy of denser 

urban areas, relies on the fact that megacities densities accomplish the auto-dependent threshold level, 

3.500 inhabitants per km2 (Guerra and Cervero, 2011; Newman and Kenworthy, 2006, 1989). Hence, 

the urban structure does not constrain travel pattern to auto-dependency and variances may occur 

regarding other factors. Fig. 13 schematically presents the hypothesis concept. 

In contrast, if the auto-dependence threshold so sharply influences travel pattern, none sample should 

evidence a continuous predominance of private transportation mode. However, one third of the samples 

have the dominance of private transportation mode, and specifically London have never experienced the 

reversed scenario for over four decades. This hypothesis is based on Brindle (1994) arguments 

concerning the improbable density threshold efficiency to determine accurately where start or end any 

travel pattern dependency. 

Moreover, regarding the public transportation no variance density threshold (Hayashi et al., 1992), 

available samples which are above that mark suggests a weaken stability force of public transportation 

share. Concerning only cities with more than two samples, in order to perform longer observation, while 

São Paulo public transportation share have a standard deviation of .015, and Seoul .013, Mexico City 

have .053, as shown on Table 13. The latter result is closer to that presented by London with .065 and 

Tokyo with .067. However, Tokyo (8.300), Mexico City (10.600), and São Paulo (10.300) densities 

disparities are subtle enough to invalidate density as the catalyser for such discrepancy. 
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Table 13 – Case study density and PT share average and standard deviation. 

  

Density

(pop./km²)

PT share

(%)

Density

(pop./km²)

PT share

(%)

Density

(pop./km²)

PT share

(%)

Density

(pop./km²)

PT share

(%)

Sample 1 8 259.45 0.649 10 149.91 0.465 4 587.29 0.424 4 587.29 0.424

Sample 2 8 201.99 0.705 10 361.39 0.467 4 129.79 0.348 4 129.79 0.348

Sample 3 8 319.67 0.721 4 185.27 0.325 4 185.27 0.325

Sample 4 8 668.26 0.810 4 561.96 0.333 4 561.96 0.333

Sample 5 5 198.93 0.474

Average 8 362.34 0.721 10 255.65 0.466 4 532.65 0.381 4 366.08 0.358

Standard 

Deviation

209.53 0.067 149.54 0.001 427.42 0.065 242.09 0.045

Density

(pop./km²)

PT share

(%)

Density

(pop./km²)

PT share

(%)

Density

(pop./km²)

PT share

(%)

Density

(pop./km²)

PT share

(%)

Sample 1 7 766.54 0.663 9 820.24 0.893 18 017.76 0.740 6 623.78 0.465

Sample 2 9 426.23 0.559 11 175.89 0.808 17 299.54 0.754 8 094.75 0.535

Sample 3 10 179.54 0.533 10 422.49 0.823 16 986.70 0.731

Sample 4 11 253.37 0.558 11 173.10 0.788 17 474.01 0.759

Average 9 656.42 0.578 10 647.93 0.828 17 444.50 0.746 7 359.27 0.500

Standard 

Deviation

1466.12 0.058 655.86 0.046 432.08 0.013 1040.13 0.049

Seoul Bangkok

Note:

* Calculations without the last sample.

Tokyo New York London London*

São Paulo Mexico City
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Table 14 – Bivariate Pearson’s correlation for primary and basic compounded variables. 

 

Dens.

HH 

size

GRDP 

per 

capita

VEH 

per 

HH

HH 

with no 

VEH

Trips 

rate

Private 

share

PT 

share

HCPT 

share

LCPT 

share

HCPT 

CA BUAR

Coef. 1 ,363 -,259 ,177 ,072 ,299 -,392 ,392 ,001 ,404 -,331 ,215

Sig.(bilat.) ,063 ,192 ,378 ,799 ,188 ,043 ,043 ,996 ,041 ,092 ,280

N 27 27 27 27 15 21 27 27 27 26 27 27

Coef. ,363 1 -,645 ,175 ,079 -,328 -,323 ,323 -,527 ,836 -,800 -,687

Sig.(bilat.) ,063 ,000 ,383 ,781 ,147 ,100 ,100 ,005 ,000 ,000 ,000

N 27 27 27 27 15 21 27 27 27 26 27 27

Coef. -,259 -,645 1 -,157 -,149 ,443 ,234 -,234 ,376 -,598 ,568 ,516

Sig.(bilat.) ,192 ,000 ,433 ,596 ,045 ,241 ,241 ,053 ,001 ,002 ,006

N 27 27 27 27 15 21 27 27 27 26 27 27

Coef. ,177 ,175 -,157 1 ,635 ,178 ,394 -,394 -,130 ,126 -,239 -,160

Sig.(bilat.) ,378 ,383 ,433 ,011 ,441 ,042 ,042 ,517 ,539 ,230 ,426

N 27 27 27 27 15 21 27 27 27 26 27 27

Coef. ,072 ,079 -,149 ,635 1 -,169 ,523 -,523 -,138 -,126 -,034 -,138

Sig.(bilat.) ,799 ,781 ,596 ,011 ,581 ,045 ,045 ,624 ,669 ,904 ,624

N 15 15 15 15 15 13 15 15 15 14 15 15

Coef. ,299 -,328 ,443 ,178 -,169 1 -,215 ,215 ,653 -,318 ,268 ,490

Sig.(bilat.) ,188 ,147 ,045 ,441 ,581 ,350 ,350 ,001 ,160 ,240 ,024

N 21 21 21 21 13 21 21 21 21 21 21 21

Coef. -,392 -,323 ,234 ,394 ,523 -,215 1 -1,000 -,341 -,448 ,069 -,137

Sig.(bilat.) ,043 ,100 ,241 ,042 ,045 ,350 0,000 ,082 ,022 ,733 ,495

N 27 27 27 27 15 21 27 27 27 26 27 27

Coef. ,392 ,323 -,234 -,394 -,523 ,215 -1,000 1 ,341 ,448 -,069 ,137

Sig.(bilat.) ,043 ,100 ,241 ,042 ,045 ,350 0,000 ,082 ,022 ,733 ,495

N 27 27 27 27 15 21 27 27 27 26 27 27

Coef. ,001 -,527 ,376 -,130 -,138 ,653 -,341 ,341 1 -,664 ,786 ,716

Sig.(bilat.) ,996 ,005 ,053 ,517 ,624 ,001 ,082 ,082 ,000 ,000 ,000

N 27 27 27 27 15 21 27 27 27 26 27 27

Coef. ,404 ,836 -,598 ,126 -,126 -,318 -,448 ,448 -,664 1 -,855 -,564

Sig.(bilat.) ,041 ,000 ,001 ,539 ,669 ,160 ,022 ,022 ,000 ,000 ,003

N 26 26 26 26 14 21 26 26 26 26 26 26

Coef. -,331 -,800 ,568 -,239 -,034 ,268 ,069 -,069 ,786 -,855 1 ,742

Sig.(bilat.) ,092 ,000 ,002 ,230 ,904 ,240 ,733 ,733 ,000 ,000 ,000

N 27 27 27 27 15 21 27 27 27 26 27 27

Coef. ,215 -,687 ,516 -,160 -,138 ,490 -,137 ,137 ,716 -,564 ,742 1

Sig.(bilat.) ,280 ,000 ,006 ,426 ,624 ,024 ,495 ,495 ,000 ,003 ,000

N 27 27 27 27 15 21 27 27 27 26 27 27

Note: HH - household; VEH - vehicle; PT - public transport; CA - coverage area; BUAR - Built-up area ratio

Bold. The correlation is significant on level 0.01 (bilateral).

HCPT 

share

LCPT 

share

Coverage 

area

BUAR

Italic . The correlation is significant on level 0.05 (bilateral).

VEH per 

household

HH with no 

VEH

Trips rate

Private 

share

Public 

transport 

share

Density

Household 

size

GRDP per 

capita
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Finally, in accordance to the second hypothesis, as density vary considerably throughout the large mega-

city urban area, a mean value ignores nuances and particularities inside the urban structure and bias the 

analysis to a false result. This final argument is based on structural accessibility concerns, defending 

that only microscope land use and transportation investigation should determine the real relevance of 

density or any other variable. Consequently, density may find more convincing relevance under micro-

economic and specific analysis. 

Table 15 – Tokyo and Seoul Housing-Jobs dispersion comparison. Source: Tokyo Statistical Yearbook and Seoul 
Statistics. 

 

  

Districts

Population 

density

(population/km²)

Jobs 

density

(jobs/km²)

Ratio

(%)

Ratio

(%)

Jobs 

density

(jobs/km²)

Population 

density

(population/km²) Districts

Chiyoda-ku 3 589.2 62 917.5 0.057 2.459 3 010.7 7 404.0 Jongno-gu

Chuo-ku 9 665.9 53 979.4 0.179 2.323 5 968.5 13 865.0 Jung-gu

Minato-ku 9 137.7 36 917.4 0.248 2.324 4 936.5 11 471.0 Yongsan-gu

Shinjuku-ku 16 769.9 27 618.8 0.607 2.225 8 432.8 18 762.0 Seongdong-gu

Bunkyo-ku 16 766.8 16 782.5 0.999 2.141 10 575.3 22 640.0 Gwangjin-gu

Taito-ku 16 387.5 20 038.7 0.818 2.350 11 209.3 26 340.0 Dongdaemun-gu

Sumida-ku 16 812.6 11 491.6 1.463 2.202 10 588.8 23 318.0 Jungnang-gu

Koto-ku 10 536.9 8 186.5 1.287 2.270 8 685.6 19 717.0 Seongbuk-gu

Shinagawa-ku 15 244.6 14 698.5 1.037 2.254 6 439.4 14 513.0 Gangbuk-gu

Meguro-ku 17 963.5 9 321.1 1.927 2.308 7 765.8 17 925.0 Dobong-gu

Ota-ku 11 195.3 5 724.0 1.956 2.425 7 153.5 17 344.0 Nowon-gu

Setagaya-ku 14 482.9 5 261.2 2.753 2.255 7 080.7 15 969.0 Eunpyeong-gu

Shibuya-ku 13 456.9 24 866.3 0.541 2.348 8 142.4 19 116.0 Seodaemun-gu

Nakano-ku 19 924.8 7 509.9 2.653 2.197 7 477.1 16 425.0 Mapo-gu

Suginami-ku 15 537.5 4 782.2 3.249 2.397 12 101.1 29 004.0 Yangcheon-gu

Toshima-ku 19 261.0 17 481.2 1.102 2.231 6 257.0 13 960.0 Gangseo-gu

Kita-ku 16 047.2 6 476.0 2.478 2.254 9 904.8 22 326.0 Guro-gu

Arakawa-ku 18 745.8 8 580.4 2.185 2.281 8 845.8 20 180.0 Geumcheon-gu

Itabashi-ku 16 260.0 6 180.9 2.631 2.349 7 640.0 17 947.0 Yeongdeungpo-gu

Nerima-ku 14 375.8 4 448.1 3.232 2.207 11 304.6 24 954.0 Dongjak-gu

Adachi-ku 11 744.5 4 554.9 2.578 2.119 8 726.7 18 493.0 Gwanak-gu

Katsushika-ku 12 195.1 4 285.0 2.846 2.353 3 914.2 9 210.0 Seocho-gu

Edogawa-ku 13 115.6 4 245.3 3.089 2.251 6 415.4 14 441.0 Gangnam-gu

2.249 9 055.3 20 365.0 Songpa-gu

2.214 9 022.2 19 973.0 Gangdong-gu

Standard deviation 1.056 0.084 Standard deviation

Tokyo Seoul
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Table 16 – Basic pattern behaviour evidenced by time-series data. 

 

Another relevant contribution to the density debate is the demystification of the famous Jane Jacobs 

(1961) assumption relating high density to more diversity. Expect for Delhi and Seoul, the former due 

to lack of data and the latter due to the remarkable deviation, most cases presented a well-defined 

monocentric urban spatial structure and diversity pattern in accordance to Brotchie triangle features 

(Wegener and Fürst, 1999). The attempt to defend Seoul exception based on the very high density 

(18.000), blaming the other cities ‘monocentrism’ to inferior density values is fallacious and uncertain. 

In spite of the lack of data for Delhi, the denser study case, Tokyo provides some insights to counterpoint 

this Jacobian argument. Tokyo central area, commonly called ‘Special 23 Wards’, and Seoul have 

similar built-up area and population. In spite of the strong employment magnetism that central Tokyo 

exerts over the entire metropolitan area, Table 15 suggests that even regarding similar land use and 

demographic, as well as cultural backgrounds, density seems to perform no influence on Tokyo diversity. 

Furthermore, Gordon and Ikeda (2011) illustrated that a prison have considerable high densities with no 

diversity and a sport stadium have a similar behaviour for only a brief period. 

The latter density hypothesis concerning the inability of macro analysis to produce convincing results, 

could also be applied to explain the lack of correlation regarding both households’ motorization 

variables. In accordance, the existing literature usually compare motorization levels inside and outside 

public transportation catchment area (Crowley et al., 2009; Guerra, 2014b; Schimek, 1996). 

Additionally, vehicles per household variable have plenty of shortcomings and households with no 

vehicle suffer from the lack of data. Concerning the former indicator, variances on a macro perspective 

not necessarily means an increase or decrease of household with access to vehicles. On a hypothetical 

Variable Pattern Cases

Slight increasing Tokyo, New York, Londonª, and Seoul.

Stable São Paulo, Mexico City, and Bangkok.

Decreasing gradually Tokyo, Londonª, São Paulo, Mexico City, Seoul, and Bangkok.

Stable New York.

GRDP per capita Increasing All cases.

Monocentric Tokyo, New York, London, São Paulo, Jakarta, and Bangkok.

Dispersed Seoul.

Vehicles per household Increasing All cases*.

Households with no vehicle Decreasing New York, London*, and São Paulo*.

Increasing London*, São Paulo*, Mexico City, and Bangkok.

Decreasing Tokyo.

Stable New York, and Seoul.

Increasing Tokyo, and Bangkok.

Decreasing London*, São Paulo*, and Mexico City.

Stable New York, and Seoul.

Increasing Tokyo, New York, São Paulo, Mexico City, Seoul, and Bangkok.

Stable London*.

Decreasing New York, London, São Paulo, Mexico City, Seoul, and Bangkok.

Stable Tokyo.

HCPT coverage area Increasing All cases.

HCPT mode share

Density

Household size

Jobs in CBD

Private transportation mode share

Public transportation mode share

LCPT mode share

Note:

ª London experience a significant increasing on population between L4 and L5. Hence, density and household size 

evidence a slight increase.

* The last sample results breaks the previous tendency. For London, the breakdown may be influenced by the 2008 

subprime crisis. For São Paulo, there is no evidence of a specific cause for the registered breakdown. However, the 

intermediate survey from 2012 suggest that household motorization and private transportation mode share have back to 

increasing tendency track.
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scenario where the number of household maintain stable, the indicator may increase if household with 

one vehicle buy another one, as well as decrease if household with three sells one. However, in both 

situations the number of households with no vehicles remained stable. Even considering the number of 

working person per household, the variable seems unable to perform macro-economic analysis 

accurately. 

Finally, the most surprising lack of significant correlation concerns the private and public transportation 

model share. This fact becomes even more intriguing based on the observed convincing influence 

regarding HCPT service coverage area to the respective mode share, as well as LCPT negative 

correlation. These macro findings suggest that the selected set of variables have insufficient force to 

influence the global urban transportation share and drive travel pattern away from any ‘auto-dependent’ 

transportation style. Moreover, the set of variables with insignificant correlation suggests that the so-

called ‘auto-dependent’ on megacities do not concern to the pre or post-automobile development, 

density, diversity, denying the initial hypothesis 1.1 and 1.2. Although the hypothesis 2 sounds plausible, 

the lack of correlation regarding private and public transportation share to HCPT network size evidences 

that distance to public transportation require other service quality variables to justify any influence on 

mode choice. In general, HCPT coverage area tend primarily to reduce LCPT share and later increase 

overall public transportation share. 

Hence, the dynamics that involve the urban transportation market suggests requiring other variables to 

perform macro analysis, or, the intrinsic inability to explain travel pattern through simple macro 

indicators. A finer observation of case studies time-series provides some insights for such phenomena, 

as summarized by table 16. Such exercise may only be applied for long-standing or with at least two 

sample cases, i.e. Tokyo, New York, London, São Paulo, Mexico City, Seoul and Bangkok. 

It is quite acceptable that during the observed period several changes occurred concerning an 

unpredictable range of events, institutions changes and hierarchy, new policies and land use planning, 

and many other. For example, during the nineties, São Paulo and Seoul re-structured the public company 

responsible for running the bus service. In addition, while São Paulo and Mexico City adopted some 

vehicle restriction policy, London implemented a congestion-charging zone over the central area. 

Except for the breakdown regarding the last sample from London, note that the set of variables on every 

study case generally presents a sharp and stable tendency. While some cases evidence minor variance 

and tenuous changing, others are more radical and experience a remarkable increasing or decreasing 

pattern. However, the intrinsic progressive tendency is always kept, and changes tend to occur in a 

reasonable predictable pace. Back to the L5 breakdown, the Travel in London report #6 (Transport for 

London, 2013) states between 2001 and 2011, London transportation trends reversed for the first time, 

with public transportation increasing substantially as population also increased whereas automobile 

share fell. Despite the previous interval, 1991 and 2001, evidencing a slight increase on public 

transportation, the L5 survey register an abrupt increase from 33.3 percent to 47.4 percent (42 percent). 

Additionally, the motorization levels also dropped significantly by 13 percent for vehicles per household 

and 11 percent for households with no vehicle. Thus, this exceptional occurrence should be considered 

an anomaly caused by external factors, such as the 2008 global subprime crisis. Otherwise, based on the 

‘success’ achieved by London’s last sample, planners may suggest a periodic economic turbulence to 

adjust travel pattern in accordance to sustainable goals. 

4.1.1.2. Socio-economic correlation and trips rate 

As initially expected, the first results coarsely confirm that socio-economic and travel pattern correlation 

behave in accordance to the classical literature. In other words, under urbanization and economic growth, 

demographic indicators usually evidence a decrease in household size and increase in GRDP per capita. 

This classical and well-accepted consequence is the most plausible explanation regarding the correlation 
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of socio-economics and travel pattern. However, despite of sharing common backgrounds, household 

size showed more expressive results than GRDP per capita. Considering that both socio-economic var-

iables found a demure inter correlation, two hypotheses can explain this notorious disparity in a macro 

level. First, the used GRDP adjustment calculation shows some inaccurate for finer analysis and bias 

results to relatively less significant correlation coefficient. On the other hand, even considering some 

inaccuracy, GRDP per capita has effectively minor influence than household size. 

                  Tokyo New 
York 

Seoul 

 
Delhi Jakarta 

   
Bangkok 

                  London São Paulo 
 

Mexico City 

 

Fig. 14 – Motorization and GRDP per capita time-series evolution 

In spite of the lack of significant correlation between GRDP per capita and household motorization, a 

time-series analysis of the development of both variables coincide to Dargay and Gately (1999) findings 

and estimations. As summarized by Fig. 14, with the exception of the last samples from both London 

and São Paulo, along the observed period, the number of vehicles per thousand population evidenced a 

clear increasing pattern, as well as GRDP per capita. Furthermore, as predicted by Dargay and Gately 

(1999), emerging economies and fast developing countries led the motorization growth rate. However, 

the disaggregation of the motorization data in automobiles and motorcycle suggests that early Asian 

cities find and alternative means to travel. Although no other result or data support any reasonable 

explanation, cultural background and socio-economic features may fuel the radical number of 

motorcycle on early Asian cases. Regarding the absence of the government to provide sufficient public 

transportation services, the high number of low-income households and the major household size, the 

scarcity of parking places in both public space and next or inside dwelling, the motorcycle emerges as 

a feasible alternative to both automobile and public transportation. This behaviour is clearly evidenced 
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by Jakarta differences regarding the disaggregated of transportation mode. According to Wismadi et al. 

(2013), while before TransJakarta (2002) and motorcycle ‘boom’ the public transportation accounted 

for near 50 percent of motorized share, and 83 percent of household had no access to automobile and 63 

percent to motorcycles. The last SITRAMP survey shows that during the TransJakarta implementation, 

the number of households with no vehicle felt dramatically from 63 to 28 percent, knocking public 

transportation down to near 27 percent. 

One hypothetical argument finds ground on economic and free-market planners’ concepts. As defended 

by economists and some planners (Bruegmann, 2006; Gordon and Richardson, 1989; Sowell, 2011) 

urbanization and the consequent spread results of lower transportation and housing costs. In scenarios 

where income is scarce, public transportation inability to offer service that fits jobs-housing spatial 

distribution dynamics and consumers best quality is tightly bound to fail and consequently bankruptcy. 

The same can be applied for richer societies, where income per capita and choice capacity are less 

limited and decision pressure are done by other factor. 

Finally, trips rate failed to provide significant regression R-squared value (.426). As only São Paulo, 

London, New York, Seoul and Bangkok sets are complete, the lack of more data may lead the correlation 

far from a significant value. 

4.2.2. COMPLEX COMPOUNDED VARIABLES 

Table 17 – Bivariate Pearson’s correlation for complex compounded variables. 

 

The results for the compounded variables evidence an absolute lack of correlation, as shown on Table 

17. This behaviour was expected in accordance to the macro-economic bivariate literature and theory. 

Density

GRDP per 

capita

HCPT 

share/BUAR

Private 

share/BUAR

HCPT share/VEH 

per HH

Private share/VEH 

per HH

Coef. 1 -,259 -,194 -,244 ,033 -,410

Sig.(bilat.) ,192 ,333 ,220 ,874 ,038

N 27 27 27 27 26 26

Coef. -,259 1 -,172 -,280 ,297 ,359

Sig.(bilat.) ,192 ,392 ,157 ,141 ,072

N 27 27 27 27 26 26

Coef. -,194 -,172 1 ,084 ,344 -,337

Sig.(bilat.) ,333 ,392 ,678 ,085 ,092

N 27 27 27 27 26 26

Coef. -,244 -,280 ,084 1 -,460 -,063

Sig.(bilat.) ,220 ,157 ,678 ,018 ,761

N 27 27 27 27 26 26

Coef. ,033 ,297 ,344 -,460 1 ,144

Sig.(bilat.) ,874 ,141 ,085 ,018 ,483

N 26 26 26 26 26 26

Coef. -,410 ,359 -,337 -,063 ,144 1

Sig.(bilat.) ,038 ,072 ,092 ,761 ,483

N 26 26 26 26 26 26

Density

GRDP per 

capita

HCPT 

share/BUAR

Private 

share/BUAR

HCPT 

share/VEH 

per HH

Private 

share/VEH 

per HH

Italic . The correlation is significant on level 0.05 (bilateral).

Bold. The correlation is significant on level 0.01 (bilateral).

Note: HH - household; VEH - vehicle; BUAR: Built-up area ratio.
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Simple regressions and bivariate correlations are plausible and very useful as tools for predicting and 

analysing the economic behaviour as a whole. Hence, variables should also be as simple and concise as 

possible to avoid the complexity intrinsically related to micro-economic analysis. In addition, as 

previously suggested, private and HCPT share has an absolute lack of correlation, as well as density, 

GRDP per capita, vehicles per household, and built-up ratio. The attempt to force macro correlations 

where there is the absence of evidence, based on variables merge, may led to spurious results and 

potential some undesirable shortcomings. 

4.2. BI-VARIABLE REGRESSIONS AND ELASTICITY 

As stated previously, the next section analyse the data based on two different approaches, cross-sectional 

and time-series analysis. The former approach is expressed by the trend line robustness and the 

significance of the R-squared value. The results seek to understand the behaviour of the correlation, 

analysing if it is linear, exponential or logarithmical, and the intensity, i.e. step, 45º degree or flat slope 

angle. On the hand, the time-series analysis concerns the overall arrange and each case development and 

individual behaviour. The results are supported by graphics annotations inserted directly on the chart. 

In order to improve the analysis and clarify the results, cases evidencing clustering or highlighted 

position will be marked with dashed grey circles or rectangles, which can be labelled for better com-

prehension. Moreover, each case sample development, considering from the first to the last sample, will 

be marked with arrows, pointing in accordance to the forward direction. Cases with contrasting plots 

distributions, i.e. where a stable progressive pattern is broken, will be marked with at least two arrows, 

evidencing the overall pattern and the previous broken pattern. Based on the concept presented on Fig. 

11 in the methodology section, this approach seeks to analyse the link between the individual develop-

ment and the trend line, as well as understanding any other phenomena commonly shared by cases from 

the same group, e.g. pre or post-automobile cities, Asian or American, developed or developing. 

In additional, public transport-related regressions will be complemented by more annotations, adjusted 

in accordance to each regression intrinsic features. This procedure attempts to clarify and enhance the 

results reading, uncovering hidden but relevant information. Finally, regressions were labelled in 

ascending numerical order to simplify citations. 

4.2.1. HOUSEHOLD INPUTS 

 

Fig. 15 – Regression 1: HCPT coverage area x household size linear regression 
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Fig. 16 – Regression 2: LCPT mode share x household size linear regression 

As stated before, the transportation and household correlation works similar to GRDP per capita. Rather 

than expressing the mutual influence evidenced by transportation outputs, the results present a 

progressive pattern and confirm in numbers the high and low-income disparities. As presented by Fig. 

15 and Fig. 16, independent of the transportation correlation, high and low-income cases presents a well-

defined position, as well as a uniform tendency behaviour. Differences may concern to the magnitude 

of the chancing, most remarkably on developing countries and more stable in developed. The slight 

pattern variance occurs due to local features influences, instead of transportation issues. Hence, 

concerning this study set of variables and the macroeconomic level, socio-economics reflects the 

development changing. The Fig. 16 interpretation should never suggest that encouraging a baby ‘boom’ 

lead to boost LCPT. Similarly, the Fig. 15 results also should not led to expect HCPT network increase 

just by overtaxing great households. 

The importance of this socio-economic and transport correlation is that regardless of land-use, socio-

economic, and cultural disparities, the selected case studies tend to behave under quite similar 

circumstances. That is, pre and post-automobile differences may affect only the urbanization and 

infrastructure delay, and each case specific decision-making highly influenced by economic constrains 

and global events, e.g. great depression of 1929 (Kindleberger, 1986), petrol crisis of the seventies, and 

war-times. 

4.2.2. TRANSPORTATION OUTPUTS 

4.2.2.1. HCPT coverage area related regressions 

Although HCPT and LCPT evidence a significant Pearson’s coefficient correlation (.664), HCPT 

coverage area found the highest correlation score and opposed values regarding each public 

transportation disaggregated modes. This fact established HCPT coverage area as an indirect connection 

to both variables, enhancing the previous direct correlation. Similar to price elasticity of demand, based 

on the high correlation coefficient, it is expected and apparently logical that HCPT mode share should 

increase in accordance to the supply of service, resulting in more destinations that are possible to be 

reached by public transportation mode. Therefore, it is important to investigate the pattern between the 

public transportation share and the infrastructure supply, searching for the most evident and plausible 

causes for the commuter’s response. Further, if the scatter plot graphics presents dissonant patterns, the 
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elasticity of demand will be applied to complement the analysis, seeking for inelastic or elastic 

occurrences and both overall and individual case changing pattern. 

 

Fig. 17 – Regression 3: HCPT share x coverage area linear regression with all samples. 

Differently from the traditional ‘law of demand’ negative price and supply curve, HCPT share and 

related coverage area has a positive correlation, meaning that both react in the same direction of the 

variance. This behaviour is reasonable due to the opposed concept that HCPT share and service supply 

have from the tradition ‘law of demand’. While it is well accepted that an increase in price shifts demand 

downward, and that higher-income societies experience more elasticity due to more opportunities to find 

alternatives, it is plausible that increasing network size, and thus destinations, lead to increase of market 

share. 

Hence, the curve is positive and elastic and inelastic are the reverse from the ‘law of demand’. More 

elastic could be related to: (a) lack of alternatives or opportunities for substitutes, e.g. strong automobile 

restriction, high fuel price, and lack of parking spaces; (b) high service quality disparities concerning 

automobile and HCPT, e.g. competitive travel time without congestion, overall travel costs, user-

perspective comfort level. In contrast, more inelastic are related to: (a) more alternatives and the 

existence of high level competitors; (b) demand for better, continuous and uniformed services quality, 

any variance should impact significantly on HCPT share. 

At a first glance, Fig. 17 presents that HCPT share and related coverage area shows a significant positive 

correlation (.618). Although a brief graphic analysis of the scatter plot results may suggest an 

exponential trend line, the R-squared (.562) and latter outliers deny peremptorily such assumption. 

Similar to the pattern presented previously for household size, plots are generally distributed in 

accordance to GRDP per capita and overall national economy development level, split into four well 

defined ‘clouds’: (a) post-automobile group with low and middle-income; (b) New York and Seoul; (c) 

Tokyo, (d) London. The ‘cloud’ distribution could also be divided into small, medium and large network 

size, providing a coarse figure of the amount of capital invested on HCPT in each case. Note that except 

for Seoul, the HCPT network size groups match the pre and post-automobile urbanization pattern. For 

some unknown reasons, i.e. not visible regarding the selected variables or in a macro level, despite 

starting building the HCPT infrastructure decades earlier, São Paulo and Mexico City were unable to 

expand in the same pace that Seoul did. Moreover, due the lack of recent surveys from Delhi, this study 
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was unable to consider the recent conclusion of DMR Line 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and the partial section of 6, 

which should significantly change the service coverage area and easily downgrade São Paulo and 

Mexico City to the bottom of the rank. Finally, the remarkable Jakarta position results from the fact that 

the entire HCPT is composed by BRT service, demanding considerably less investments and expanding 

faster than rail-based systems. 

While most cities present a reasonable straight behaviour, increasing mutually both variables, London 

evidence a strong random variation. In spite of registering the second smallest network expansion, 

London register the highest HCPT share loss (L1 to L2), and the only case to experience decrease on 

both HCPT and public transportation share in the same sample. In addition, there is an apparent absence 

of any remarkable external factor pushing public transportation share down. Therefore, disregarding the 

last sample, presumably highly affected by the 2008 global crisis, London become the exceptional case 

that register negative correlation in long-term, presenting HCPT share retreat. In fact, considering the 

minor network expansion over four decades, it suggests that London transportation outputs is very 

susceptible to external actions and that during 1971 and 2011, the public authority did not consider 

investments in HCPT network as a mobility priority. Based on the ridership historical and existing 

literature (Cohen, 1988; Plotch, 2015), New York should exhibit similar pattern if the same time-series 

were considered. 

Although the sharp ‘cloud’ distribution, there is no evidence that pre or post-automobile megacities can 

produce more HCPT share, as well as regarding the network size group. The apparently random 

distribution of pattern, i.e. Tokyo, New York, and Bangkok elastic and São Paulo, Mexico City, and 

Seoul inelastic, suggest that external, local, or other non-mentioned factors also influence HCPT share. 

However, it is evident that HCPT service supply has direct influence to increase transportation share, 

independent of when urbanization or HCPT implementation took place in time. 

 

Fig. 18 – Regression 4: HCPT share x coverage area linear regression without outliers. 

Furthermore, the London exception do not only concern to the development pattern disparity. 

Concerning the ‘clouds’ distribution, London assumes contrasting positions pushing the trend line down. 

London’s greatest standard deviation values bias the trend line far from the potential strong correlation. 

The linear regression shown in Fig. 18 presents values disregarding all samples from London, due to an 
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evident plot displacement, and Mexico City second sample (M2), due to suspicious HCPT mode share 

value. 

As expected, without London the correlation rises significantly to .931 and the supposed exponential 

trend line assume a well-defined linear tendency. In addition, the linear trend line evidences a proportion 

of 0.08, suggestion that in general for each 1 km2 increase of service coverage area HCPT share 

increases .8 percent. Hence, the results not only ratify that more HCPT services promotes ridership and 

share, as suggests that increasing coverage area promotes HCPT on megacities independently from the 

network size, socio-economic, land-use, and urbanization development issues. 

Further, Fig. 19 shows that although presenting higher Pearson’s coefficient correlation, LCPT share 

and HCPT coverage area regression evidence a lower R-squared value than HCPT with outliers. In 

addition, based on R-squared results and graphic evaluation, the trend line curve suggests behaving 

exponentially, differing significantly from HCPT situation. As a result, LCPT mode share trend curve 

behave as a hyperbola and tend to experience intense lost during the beginning of HCPT implementation, 

smoothing and stabilizing the share in accordance to network expansion and public transportation 

robustness. In other words, the plot progression suggests that the losing is consequence of both HCPT 

and private mode share. In addition, it is worth to note that Bangkok and Delhi, cases where HCPT 

started in a late urban and economic phase, presents a lower position, compared to first São Paulo and 

Mexico City sample. This fact evidence that when HCPT started operations, LCPT were already losing 

share to private transportation. Hence, LCPT suggests being the weaker competitor in urban 

transportation market. 

In accordance to previous literature debate, the expansion of HCPT network produces significant 

influence on city distribution and changes on land-use and values. Based on the literature findings 

suggesting that around 300m from HCPT stations the land use changed significantly from residential to 

commercial (Bae et al., 2003; Cervero and Kang, 2011), and that in some cases low-income housing 

was pushed away (Duarte and Ultramari, 2012), cases experiencing huge HCPT expansion should suffer 

intense spatial interaction changing, demanding much more time to stabilize and evidence reliable 

results (Bae et al., 2003). Additionally, transportation improvements without significant economic 

development, i.e. more ability to choose, should produce minor results and keep LCPT, precarious 

private transportation, and informal services running longer. 

In addition, note that only post-automobile megacities figure on the top of the chart. This behaviour 

occurs exclusively due to the later HCPT implementation and the lack of pre-automobile megacities 

household surveys from before the fifties, where private transport availability was short. The results and 

findings lead to an inevitable question concerning the main research question: ‘Regarding pre-

automobile megacities, if there was the absence or insignificant number of private automobile during 

the urbanization, would the regression on Fig. 19 present a linear trend line?’. If positive, the force that 

bend LCPT curve should probably be the automobile and the spread of private transportation mode. 

Considering this assumption, it is valid and acceptable to suggest that HCPT is the strongest private 

mode competitor in megacities. 
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Fig. 19 – Regression 5: LCPT share x coverage area linear regression 

Furthermore, another relevant question arises: ‘Does the LCPT exponential and the HCPT linear trend 

line vary regarding the size of the urban agglomeration?’ This hypothesis is based on the favourable 

competing environment that megacities offer to massive transportation modes. Consequently, if cities 

with 5 to 10 million and 1 to 5 million inhabitants benefit LCPT mode, the result should reverse the 

mega-city output, deforming LCPT from exponential to liner and the opposed regarding HCPT. On the 

other hand, if both public transportation modes weaken competition force, LCPT tend to maintain or 

intensify its deformation and HCPT change from linear to exponential. As agglomerations with less than 

1 million inhabitants in general hardly support HCPT services with similar megacities standards, this 

methodological public transport modes split should be inadequate. 

However, megacities or any other urban area has a scarce source of land area. A careless interpretation 

can lead to the idea that a continuous increasing of HCPT coverage area will, in a certain point, reach 

the top threshold level and successfully define urban transportation completely auto-independent. 

Although the size of the HCPT service found significant correlations to both public transportation modes, 

it obviously should never exceed the urbanized area. 
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Fig. 20 – Regression 6: HCPT share x built-up area ratio linear regression with outliers. 

Further, based on the strong correlation regarding HCPT coverage area and built-up area ratio, the HCPT 

share elasticity will be analysed, as well as the predicted curve pattern. Considering the complexity of 

the following analysis, as well as previous regression results, this regression is presented by two 

regressions, one containing all samples and a reduced version excluding some outliers. For the reduced 

version, all samples from Tokyo, due to an evident plot displacement, and Mexico City second sample 

(M2), due to suspicious HCPT mode share value, were excluded. 

Initially, the regression regarding all samples evidence an abrupt R-squared reduction to .513, as shown 

on Fig. 20. Although Tokyo results are significantly far from the trend line and London results appear 

closer to the general plot cloud, most of the remaining samples maintain a pattern similar to the previous 

regression. In accordance, London samples seems randomly scattered with intense variance, Bangkok 

and Tokyo a similar high slope pattern, and São Paulo, Mexico City, and Seoul a slope lower than the 

trend line. If Tokyo samples are removed, the plot scatter graphic and the correlation become much 

stronger (.808) and seems to describe a completely autonomous correlation between HCPT share and 

built-up area ratio, as shown by Fig. 21. However, a finer observation suggests that this finding could 

led to shortcomings. 
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Fig. 21 – Regression 7: HCPT share x built-up area ratio linear regression without outliers. 

First, concerning the strong positive linear correlation, HCPT share should respond to infrastructure 

supply based on a linear progression, where both market share and supply increasing in a constant ratio 

regardless graphic position. In addition, as the dominance of public transportation mode is reasonably 

impossible, the HCPT share would never cross the top axis. In contrast, although expensive and not 

necessarily plausible, the HCPT service could physically cover the entire urbanized area and achieve 

the totality. Hence, the trend line slope need be lower than 45º degrees; rather one might find HCPT 

dominance without covering the urban area. 

Besides the R-squared disparities, regression six and seven also differs regarding the trend line 

projections. The regression six, biased by Tokyo samples, suggest that the full extent of HCPT services 

would lead to HCPT mode share to almost 90 percent. On the other hand, the robust regression seven 

trend line suggests a lower value near 60 percent of HCPT mode share. This results suggests that others 

factors rise Tokyo HCPT ability to compete, producing more mode share with lower coverage area. 

The elasticity of demand presents relatively inelastic and very elastic results for long-term elasticity, as 

shown on Table 18. Hence, in accordance to the high variety of results and the previous lack of land-

use and socio-economics correlation, the first hypothesis can be partially excluded. Moreover, some 

other results also move the second hypothesis under the shadow of doubts. Although Bangkok and 

Tokyo are placed in contrasting positions, elasticity values are similar and both experience high elastic 

behaviour. In addition, as Tokyo figure near the middle of the virtual curve, the most acceptable result 

should tend to unit elasticity, behaving as a turning point from increasing to decreasing or vice-versa. 
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Instead, with the third worst built-up area ratio growth and the best HCPT share growth, Tokyo has the 

most elastic result regarding all cases. In other words, Tokyo produces more share with minor network 

expansion and hence, minor investments and capital. Therefore, as the HCPT share accounts for more 

than three fourths of the motorized trips and the majority of railways companies in Tokyo are independ-

ent from government authority rules, this pattern should be reaching a threshold level soon. 

Furthermore, after Mexico City, Seoul presents the most inelastic results. Differently from any other 

case, Seoul invested massively on HCPT network expansion, almost doubling the ratio of the network 

in two decades. Even concerning absolute values, it is the most significant coverage area increase 

computing 170.2 km2 of service network expansion. However, this brutal infrastructure increment was 

unable to attract transportation share in a similar pace. As will be analysed later, Seoul is the typical 

case where HCPT investments have resulted mainly on enhancing competition regarding the public 

transportation counterpart, rather than the automobile mode. 

Table 18 – HCPT share elasticity of demand based on built-up area ratio long-term results. 

 

In accordance, both negative and positive curves require an orderly progressive increase or decrease of 

elasticity values. As both extremes experience the same elastic results, the hypothesis 1.1 and 1.2 are 

denied. Hence, each case study has a particular HCPT share elasticity and are significantly influence by 

local factors. The general HCPT share elasticity results tend to a more chaotic and random aspect. 

The results from HCPT share elasticity of demand based on infrastructure supply suggests that some 

external factors influence the HCPT ability to compete for better results. Without motorization levels, 

land use and socio-economic supportive correlation it is impossible to determine which factors influence 

to increase elasticity. However, the high variety of results and values suggests that influences may vary 

regarding each specific case. For example, while for London and São Paulo the increasing number of 

households with access to vehicles suggest influencing public transportation mode share, the same 

cannot be applied to Bangkok. In accordance, even on a remarkable high-density environment, Seoul 

massive investment on HCPT was unable to attract private mode users in the same intensity that Tokyo 

did. 

It is remarkable that differently from all other cases, Tokyo HCPT service thrive is a sine qua non 

condition, regardless any of the traditional land-use and socio-economic variables. As services continue 

to be operated by private companies, with the exception of the Toei Tokyo Metro Co., profit making 

and strong competing conditions are necessary to keep services feasible and consequently sustain Tokyo 

public transportation domain. Note that under such urban transportation free-market, public authority 

spending on public transportation is arbitrary and policies seeking to induce urban development around 

stations or constrain private transportation will necessarily support private concerns. However, 

Case Long-term elasticity

Tokyo 3,860

London 1,808; -0,667*

New York 1,900

São Paulo 1,246; 0,495*

Mexico City 0,198

Seoul 0,230

Bangkok 2,574

Note:

* Values disregarding the last 

sample value.
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differently from Hong Kong, another westernized Asian city, Tokyo government is highly liberal and 

conservative, defending minor regulation over private activities. In addition, as in Tokyo both HCPT 

and LCPT is generally operated by the same company, the operational strategy is planned to maximise 

profit and efficiency concerns. In contrast, cases such as São Paulo and Mexico City, experience a huge 

competition regarding public transportation modes. While in São Paulo the clash is led by two different 

governmental levels, i.e. State and Municipal, Mexico City experience formal and informal competition. 

4.2.2.2. Public transportation related regressions 

Concerning the HCPT and LCPT regression, in spite of been the only regression with a logarithm trend 

line, the elasticity of demand suggests a reasonable R-squared value (.682) and a laudable issue for 

further investigation. First, the regression shown on Fig. 22 matches the ‘law of demand’ negative hy-

perbolic curve. In addition, the logarithm trend line also evidences a significant magnitude, suggesting 

that, based on an unknown reason, e.g. low fuel price or huge availability of road infrastructure, the 

private transportation is a hard competitor, which demand a robust HCPT share in public transportation 

composition. Consequently, it is expected that during the opening of the HCPT service, the shift share 

occurred primarily from LCPT, changing to private mode and later shifting mostly to HCPT near the 

public transportation equilibrium line. 

At a first glance, the regression evidence that just Tokyo and New York experience HCPT dominance 

over LCPT. Moreover, Tokyo is the only case where the former fact occurs in accordance to a 

remarkable public transportation dominance. In addition, while the last sample from Seoul suggests that 

the transportation market tend to match a triple force equilibrium, all samples from London suggests a 

public transportation equilibrium under private mode dominance. Finally, the others cases present a 

remarkable initial LCPT dominance, losing gradually the share to both private and HCPT mode. 

Table 19 – HCPT share elasticity of demand based on LCPT share long-term results. 

 

It is important to inform that for Jakarta, due to the lack of split transportation share concerning HCPT 

and LCPT, the public transportation number is always related to the sum of both modes. Hence, when 

comparing HCPT and LCPT, the resulting value will always rely in the 45º degree equilibrium line. 

The regression chart presents three different behaviour concerning long-term elasticity. In accordance 

to the results shown on Table 19, except for London, all cases presented negative result. Moreover, São 

Paulo and Mexico City compute relatively inelastic, New York present almost the unit elastic, Seoul 

and Bangkok minor elastic results, and Tokyo and London tend to perfectly elastic. 

Once again, Tokyo samples are far away from the plot cloud, and London presents a fuzzy plot 

dispersion. In addition, London is the only positive case, evidencing that both public transportation mode 

Case Long-term elasticity

Tokyo -33,200

London 15,667; 0,182*

New York -1,118

São Paulo -0,335

Mexico City -0,255

Seoul -1,413

Bangkok -2,014

Note:

* Values disregarding the last 

sample value.
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share increased mutually. Similar to previous regressions, disregarding the last sample from London the 

elasticity results change radically from strongly elastic to almost perfectly inelastic. This London 

conflicting behaviour seems to repeat on every variable, suggesting the collateral effects and magnitude 

of the 2008 economic crisis. 

The differences regarding the elasticity of demand based on the disaggregated public transportation 

provides a concise image of the changing response of commuters. Cases evidencing high elasticity 

reflects that by some reason, which is invisible regarding this level of investigation, HCPT increase 

occurs in accordance to private mode share decrease, instead of LCPT. Concerning the two highly elastic 

results, although presenting similar results, while Tokyo suggests that LCPT is near the minimum share, 

London is far away LCPT suppression, closer to market equilibrium. 

This significant difference defines a remarkable evidence. As Tokyo LCPT was already demure and 

insignificant, in the attempt to increase market share HCPT had to compete exclusively with the private 

transportation. Hence, the high elastic behaviour results from a strong shift from private mode for HCPT, 

which become the main transportation means. However, the macro-economic level is unable to 

determine which factors influence this progressive pattern. Does Tokyo high elastic results occur in 

response to commuter’s preferences, or due to strong land-use and private vehicle restriction? Or else, 

due to both causes? Note that the increasing pattern is continuous and the individual trend line is well 

defined. Whatever the cause, this tendency seems robust and long-term effective, evidencing the lack of 

external influences. 

 

Fig. 22 – Regression 8: HCPT share x LCPT share linear regression 
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In contrast, London high elastic results suggest occurring in accordance to absolute different causes. 

First, as London plots are apparently scattered in random order, it is hard to visualize the pattern 

tendency. A finer observation of the fuzzy plots distribution suggests the existence of a progressive trend 

before L5, broken by a strong external event that reversed the previous trend. Moreover, differently from 

Tokyo, London samples are close to the market equilibrium, and both HCPT and LCPT are relatively 

free to shift up or downward. 

The positive high elastic result of L1-L5 suggests that London commuters have a strong tendency to 

shift from private mode to primarily HCPT and minor to LCPT. This fact makes London an exceptional 

case where public transportation take advance from any land-use, socio-economic or transport related 

feature and convert into market share. Based on the previous results, it is possible to predict a long-term 

scenario where private share tends to minimum and public transportation domain urban mobility under 

the equilibrium of modes. In other words, if this clearly deformed trend maintain, the public transporta-

tion equilibrium trend line would represent the London tendency for the next decades. However, if the 

last sample is ignored the results is contrasting, and once again, unique. 

Regarding the L1-L4 samples, London ratify the isolated positive elasticity case, presenting this time a 

positive inelastic result. Consequently, this result denies completely the previous hypothetical scenario, 

evidence exactly the opposed. The very low positive inelastic suggest a clear shift from LCPT to private 

mode. Hence, HCPT remained quite stable, evidencing that the network expansion was unable to boost 

the competition concerning neither private mode nor LCPT. This fact is unique concerning all study 

cases available to perform time-series analysis. The discrepancy regarding both results suggests that the 

final London transportation outcomes is far from the stability and next surveys should track travel 

pattern back to the regular trend. Instead, if this new trend is definitive, next surveys should follow the 

previous prediction and fit the public transportation equilibrium line. 

Furthermore, the elastic result experienced by Bangkok, Seoul, and New York evidence that each case 

HCPT system was able to shift both private and LCPT mode share. This result is more remarkable for 

Bangkok, where the percentage of households with no vehicle is the lowest regarding all study cases 

and there is a high pressure from the rapidly increasing fleet of motorcycles as alternatives transportation 

means. In addition, although B2 value still far from the ‘no private mode line’ and inside private 

dominance zone, if the successful Bangkok’s HCPT increasing share keep the previous pace, in short-

term public transportation should start competing directly with the private mode. This assumption bases 

on the B2 proximity to public transportation equilibrium, and the remarkable elasticity trend line. Hence, 

Bangkok transportation authority should address more investment on HCPT, expect decreasing on 

LCPT share, and hence reduce gradually the amount of investments for LCPT expansion.  

Seoul presents the most equilibrate transportation market in accordance to three remarkable reasons. 

First, the inevitable proximity to the triple mode equilibrium point, computing near one third of share to 

each transportation mode. Secondly, the private transportation dominance was already exceeded and 

HCPT starts heading to decrease LCPT share shift and compete more directly with the private mode. 

Finally, the Seoul progression seems quite stable and uniform through the observed time. This consistent 

behaviour leads to believe that the logarithmical trend line would not be followed, meaning that Seoul 

could possibly looks like how Tokyo looks today, but decreasing primarily LCPT. Similarly, the 

previous analysis suggests the Bangkok should achieve Tokyo standard experiencing both LCPT and 

private transportation decrease. 

In accordance to current values and future estimations, regardless of Tokyo and Mexico City, Seoul 

could be the only case to never experience private transportation mode market domination. Although 

the macro level and the selected set of variables do not provide any reasonable answer to explain such 

behaviour, the spatial homogeneity and the astonishing increase on HCPT service may suggest some 
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insights to support this remarkable fact. Accordingly, as Mexico City never crossed the private mode 

zone, it is possible to achieve similar results. However, based on the progressive trend line, the public 

authority should manage public transportation and urban policies to intensify the change from inelastic 

to elastic sooner. 

Although New York shows a result that fits perfectly its position in the chart, the limited number of 

samples and the historical literature suggest that may be not consistent. As evidenced by Cohen (Cohen, 

1988), since the end of the fifties New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority struggle to stop the 

continuous ridership decrease and loss making. One reasonable hypothesis is that similar to London, 

New York single time-series reflect just the turning point scenario. 

Finally, São Paulo and Mexico City relatively inelasticity results from the lack of alternatives for urban 

mobility. In both cases, the first samples register low motorization levels and primitive HCPT services. 

As a result, the only available transportation mode that working population have access was LCPT or 

informal services. The HCPT service inability to expand in accordance to urbanization pace, income 

increase levels, and the changing commuter travel demand, influenced a higher population share 

afforded their own transportation means. The inevitable consequence of this phenomena is the gradual 

LCPT share decreasing, primarily private mode and following HCPT. Hence, initially both cases need 

to struggle to exceed LCPT, reinforce overall public transportation competiveness, improve HCPT 

services to later progressively compete under more equally conditions with the private mode. 

Table 20 – LCPT share elasticity of demand based on public transportation share long-term results. 

 

The last regression, ratify the deformed behaviour presented by LCPT share. At first glance, as shown 

by Fig. 23, although the correlation is positive and the highest R-squared value suggests a linear trend 

line, the respective elasticity of demand values, presented on Table 20, suggests a remarkable pattern 

that contradicts this result. This conclusive assumption is mainly supported by the greatest range of 

possible elasticity outcomes, ranging since positive perfectly inelastic to negative perfectly inelastic. 

Moreover, note that if the regression ignores all Tokyo samples and Mexico City second sample due to 

previously mentioned reasons, the R-squared value reach .713 and the trend line describe a linear 

correlation. 

The combination of the regression and the elasticity of demand allows concluding that post-automobile 

megacities tend to loss both public transportation and LCPT share during the first years of HCPT. 

However, at a given moment, this linear tendency shifts from positive to negative. This shift could be a 

consequence of the HCPT introduction, forcing elasticity to slowly become inelastic and converge to a 

virtual turning point. If HCPT became able enough to compete with private transportation, based on 

free-market or imposed restriction to other modes, the public transportation reverses the tendency and 

Case Long-term elasticity

Tokyo -32,200

London 16,667; 1,182*

New York -0,118

São Paulo 0,665

Mexico City 0,745

Seoul -0,413

Bangkok -1,014

Note:

* Values disregarding the last 

sample value.
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perform a sharp increasing with LCPT decreasing, changing positive to negative inelastic. The more 

combative public transportation is, the more elastic the demand curve result. Hence, the elasticity results 

suggest the existence of a disguised parabola with horizontal axis of symmetry, completely different 

from the linear trend line that disregard Tokyo sample. 

The lack of non-motorized share restrains the advance for a final macro-economic analysis. Considering 

that only four study cases presents such data, it is hard to produce any acceptable interpretation and 

sustain the results with a sufficient support. The full extent use of transportation modes in the HCPT 

share and LCPT share regression, complemented by distance travelled, should provide a robust instru-

ment able to compare the results with the three Brotchie triangle models. Consequently, regarding the 

latter data, it is possible to distinguish between ‘A’, ‘B’ or ‘C’ models. For example, model ‘A’ should 

be expressed by lower LCPT share, longer trips, and medium scale HCPT network. Concerning model 

‘B’, the huge variety of destinations and dispersion should demand a very large HCPT coverage area, 

with more balance between LCPT and HCPT, and neither longer nor shorter travel. At last, the ‘C’ 

model require shorter trips, dominance of non-motorized transportation modes and ignore HCPT 

network size. 

 

Fig. 23 – Regression 9: LCPT share x public transportation mode share linear regression with outliers. 

4.3. FARE BOX RECOVERY RATIO INFLUENCE 

Although there is no clear evidence or any statistical result suggesting the influence that the fare box 

recovery ratio have on public transportation share, the previous analysis provides insights. Based on 

DEAD ZONE 
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each case last sample, there are four cases with high loss-making – São Paulo, Mexico City, Seoul, and 

New York, three with minor loss-making – London, Bangkok, and Delhi, and just one profit-making, 

Tokyo. In addition, only Tokyo, Seoul, and Mexico City experience public transportation dominance 

over private share. However, the private entrepreneurism heritage from pre-automobile cities and the 

comparison between operational and recovery ratio provide some information able to briefly understand 

the some influences and constrains that loss-making have on HCPT competiveness. 

The sample plots distribution on Fig. 22 evidence that in spite of the last samples from São Paulo, 

Bangkok and Jakarta, only New York and London, loss-making pre-automobile cases, relies remarkably 

inside the private transportation dominance era. However, while São Paulo and Bangkok, which were 

always managed under public interest, strives to follow the trend line and tangle the private mode 

dominance zone, New York and London are suggest a longer permanence inside the zone with a 

sheepish recovery force. Actually, just the fact of relying inside this zone do not necessarily means loss 

making and the absence of competiveness. As some studies suggests, it becomes a problem when is 

chronic and systematic (Cohen, 1988; Gomez-Ibanez, 1996; Plotch, 2015; Silva, 2015; Tomasevicius 

Filho, 2002; Wachs, 1984), as experienced by New York and London. 

First, both cases are the only regarding all selected cities where private entrepreneurism failed on 

running public transportation services. Since then, transportation companies never recover the financial 

health, and year after year, delays on network expansion or maintenance savings undermined the 

capacity to compete with private mode (Cohen, 1988; Gomez-Ibanez, 1996; Wolmar, 2009). However, 

the differences regarding operational and recovery ratio set split the future perspective for both cases. 

Based on Table 21, while London generates 90 percent of operational costs and loses only 7 percent for 

property depreciation and loan interest, New York generates similar 82 percent of operational costs, 

losing impressive 43 percent for depreciation and administrative spending. In other words, public 

subsidize are more able to manage London loss making and allow future expansion. In contrast, as 

presented by Cohen (1988) and Plotch (2015), since the seventies that the Federal and State governments 

increased significantly the New York Metropolitan Transit Authority subsidy. However, the assistance 

were unable to stop the financial bleeding, and New York MTA still struggle to balance public counts. 

It is worthy to observe that London and New York HCPT companies had limited moves due to the very 

nature of public held institutions (Cohen, 1988; Gomez-Ibanez, 1996; Plotch, 2015). Generically, both 

cases can reduce expending, which without subsidies may affect service quality and potentially 

patronage, increase fares, which in short-term should decrease patronage, and constrain or overcharge 

private transportation, which led to limited individual choices. Moreover, it is relevant to remember that 

due to the lack of infrastructure maintenance and controversial massive investment in network expansion 

during the end of the sixties, New York MTA faced a vertiginous patronage decrease and financial crisis. 

In order to balance the books, others sources of income, such as publicising, real estate opportunities, 

capital diversification of the capital, and maximising profit should be addressed for saving companies 

healthiness. Nonetheless, those measures are intrinsic to private sector (Mises, 2010). 

However, note that based on the previous results and analysis from 4.2, London transportation future is 

completely uncertain. In addition, although available New York dataset sounds more promising, the lack 

of older travel surveys casts doubts about predicting future moves. Such scenario creates a hostile 

environment for planning strategies and recovery actions. 

On the other hand, in spite of presenting loss-making results, the public held HCPT services from post-

automobile megacities presents positive operational costs. Hence, numbers become negative primarily 

due to debts interest for building and expanding the service network, and minor due to property 

depreciation, as explicit on Table 21. In such scenario, public companies take advance over private ones, 
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finding better interest rates and larger payment terms (Wolman and Reigeluth, 1980). In addition, the 

remarkable monocentric spatial structure, longer commuting, population lower income and the reduced 

access to private transportation means makes the environment conducive for the exchange of LCPT to 

HCPT. Consequently, advanced by the public subsidized loans and reasonable patronage levels, the 

Companhia do Metropolitano de São Paulo (Subway Company) register for the first time profit, with 

fare box recovery ratio of 106 percent in 2014. 

Table 21 – Disaggregated values for fare box operational and recovery ratio. 

 

Except for Mexico City and Delhi, due to contrasting causes, the operating costs results are quite similar 

and not too far from the experienced by Tokyo16. Concerning the two exception, while Mexico City 

struggle dramatically to avoid a complete financial disaster, registering only 43 percent of operation 

costs, Delhi presents the highest value, computing 177 percent of operational costs. Among positive 

cases, the fare box recovery ratio is conditioned by the level of debt that each company assumed to build 

the infrastructure. In general, cases like Bangkok and São Paulo, which expanded in a slower pace, are 

abler to reach or approach the profit zone sooner than Seoul and Delhi, which expanded much faster 

than any other case study. However, note that regardless of the very individual nature of those cases that 

presents positive operational costs, HCPT seems to reasonably succeed in economic terms, even without 

the transportation market dominance. 

Moreover, the lack of detailed operational data prevents to investigate deeper the source of Delhi and 

Mexico City contrasting results. There is a number of issues able to promote such disparity, since outsize 

taxes and fixed running costs, inadequate fares prices, or even unfeasible patronage level. When these 

hindrances are not overcome, HCPT companies tend languish and progressively lose market share and 

commuter’s preferences (Cohen, 1988; Gomez-Ibanez, 1996; Rolnik and Klintowitz, 2011; Silva, 2015; 

Tomasevicius Filho, 2002). As stated previously, similar issues caused much of the pre-automobile 

HCPT bankrupt. 

  

                                                      
16 Notwithstanding the absence of data regarding Tokyo operational costs, it is quite reasonable to suppose that 

based on the fare box recovery ratio result of 130 percent, the global transportation share, the recent demure 

network expansion, and some comparison to Hong Kong results (181 and 119 percent), the value should not differ 

so intensely from Delhi. In accordance, the financial historic and previously predicted travel pattern suggests that 

São Paulo, Seoul, and Bangkok may follow the same track and achieve similar results in the future. 

Tokyo New York London São Paulo Mexico City Seoul Delhi Bangkok

(1) Fare box operational ratio - 82% 90% 118% 46% 103% 239% 113%

(2) 1 + Property depreciation - - - 114% - - 177% -

(3) Fare box recovery ratio 130% 39% 83% 78% - 74% 91% 86%

(3) - (2) - - - -36% - - -86% -

(3) - (1) - -43% -7% -40% - -29% -148% -27%
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5 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

This dissertation proposes a macroeconomic analysis of the competitiveness of HCPT in megacities. 

The main objective and question was to understand the role of HCPT implementation according to 

different urbanization development periods, or the and the consequent influence on the mode split share. 

Hence, the supportive literature sought to clarify the links regarding the land-use and socio-economics 

influence on travel pattern, public transport impacts on urban-form, and factors affecting public transport 

elasticity of demand. Moreover, the studied were supported by nine distinct cases, split into three equally 

divided groups, and a methodology structured to approach both cross-sectional and time-series analysis. 

Back to the study main question, the results suggest that HCPT service, coverage area, may influence in 

a more determinant way the public transportation mode share changing. In contrast, differences 

regarding historical development, land-use, socio-economics, and motorization levels disparities 

revealed no significant correlation. Hence, the results suggests that HCPT mode share perform 

independently from when the urbanization process took place and when the service started running. 

This finding is mostly supported by the significant R-squared value presented by the HCPT mode share 

and HCPT coverage area regression and HCPT mode share and built-up area ratio regression, as well as 

the steep trend line angle from the former regression. Moreover, concerning the former regression, 

except for London, which were regarded as an outlier, cases revealed a homogenous development 

pattern, reinforcing the correlation relevance. Differences concerned only to the increasing ratio. 

Regarding the trend line as a reference, while São Paulo, Mexico City, and Seoul development lines 

found a similar shallow slope, Bangkok, New York, and Tokyo a steep slope. However, the lack of 

correlation regarding density, household motorization, and household size suggests that this slope 

variance may occur due to other factors. In addition, the presented similarity regarding Bangkok and 

Tokyo rise some doubts to the assumption of differences concerning pre and post-automobile megacities. 

Similarly, the significance regarding the HCPT mode share and built-up area ratio regression reinforce 

that as HCPT expands throughout the urban territory the mode share increases. Although Tokyo were 

regarded as an outlier, London were the only case to exhibit an unstable pattern, with minor HCPT 

services expansion and a significant standard deviation with variance to both up and down. In addition, 

the lack of New York data, which avoid deeper research, and the existing literature concerning New 

York Subway historical ridership literature (Cohen, 1988; Plotch, 2015) suggests that New York City 

should present a development pattern similar to London. However, even facing remarkable variances, 

the regression shown that London’s HCPT presented a consistence similar to the other modern 

megacities. The only contrasting case were Tokyo, which were able to produce a more efficient 

conversion of HCPT services coverage area to modal share. 
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Concerning the first hypothesis, split into two different approaches, the initial assumptions and concepts 

supporting the pre or post-automobile megacities ability to enhance HCPT found to be irrelevant. First, 

in spite of the presenting significant densities disparities, except for Bangkok, the modern megacities 

are denser than pre-automobile cases. In addition, except for Seoul17, the others cases exhibit a sharp 

monocentric spatial interaction and jobs distribution, regardless of pre or post-automobile cases. Hence, 

besides not reflecting the megacities density and diversity reality, where the ‘transit megacities’ were 

supposed to be denser and more diverse (Newman and Kenworthy, 1999), the results reveal the lack of 

correlation regarding density. 

The remainder variables with no significant correlation lead to more contradiction regarding the first 

hypothesis. The absence of household motorization correlation to mode split share prevents the previous 

hypothesis 1.2 arguments, defending that for some reason pre or post-automobile megacities should 

present lower household motorization levels. In addition to the absence of correlation, the results 

revealed that modern megacities have the highest motorization levels and the lower GRDP per capita. 

This result contradicts the previous assumptions for hypothesis 1.2, which assumed that lower GRDP 

per capita would led to lower motorization levels. Moreover, the contradictions regarding London and 

Tokyo household motorization levels similarities and the private mode share disparities prevents the 

assumptions for hypothesis 1.1, where the favourable built-environment and daily habits would support 

lower motorization levels. 

Concerning the second hypothesis, the HCPT coverage area suggest a limited ability to influence 

megacities mode share. The presented correlation and regressions suggest that as HCPT coverage area 

expands, the overall private and public transport modes remains stable. On the other hand, the results 

suggest that HCPT services expansion tend to affect mostly LCPT, rearranging both mode share 

dominance inside public transport group. Moreover, the absence of correlation regarding private 

transportation and the single correlation regarding LCPT and public transportation support this finding 

and suggests that other factors may influence commuter’s decision to choose between private or public 

transportation in megacities. 

Hence, other variables should be considered to pursuit a more significant correlation regarding private 

and public transport in megacities and in a macro level. The existing literature offers several other 

variables that may influence travel pattern and mode choice, e.g. roadways accessibility, travelled time 

by mode, travelled distance, service punctuality, congestion pricing. In spite of the limited case study 

data availability, the results suggest that a deeper comprehension of megacities transport 

competitiveness demands more variables. 

5.1. OTHER RESULTS 

Besides the previous results, which provided answers for the dissertation main question, other results 

arose five relevant findings. First, the lack of correlation regarding HCPT coverage area and the private 

transportation mode suggests that HCPT service expansion affect only public transportation distribution. 

Hence, expanding HCPT network tend to exclusively affect commuters that already uses the public 

transportation, either for lack of options or as an individual free choice. The lack of macro private 

transportation accessibility data, similar to HCPT coverage area, prevents a cross-sectional analysis and 

further mode share comprehension. Consequently, results suggests that private transportation, and 

complementary overall public transport, are influenced by others factors or imperceptible in a macro 

level. 

Second, based on the opposed correlation regarding HCPT coverage area and both public transport 

modes (HCPT and LCPT), findings revealed that as HCPT network increases the LCPT services share 

                                                      
17 Concerning only the central city distribution for São Paulo, Tokyo, Jakarta and New York. 
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decrease. Except for Tokyo and London, this behaviour was consistent. Therefore, the results suggests 

that this inevitable condition require a combined public transportation planning and merging strategies, 

avoiding competition. 

Third, the results from the regression regarding HCPT mode share and LCPT mode share suggest that 

LCPT relative elastic behaviour occur due to the availability of others transport alternatives, i.e. private 

and HCPT. Concerning São Paulo and Mexico City, modern megacities with longer samples, the initial 

mode split share evidenced a sharp LCPT and public transport dominance. As motorization levels 

increased and HCPT expanded, LCPT experience significant losses. Moreover, as both cases experience 

minor HCPT expansion efficiency to attract share (HCPT mode share per service coverage area), the 

remarkable LCPT loss occurs mostly by an increasing on private transportation. Similarly, as presented 

by the regression number five, Bangkok and Delhi, cases where HCPT started in a late urbanization and 

socio-economic development phase, LCPT experienced losses earlier than the HCPT implementation, 

evidencing the private transport rise. 

Fourth, the results and findings suggest that although the existence of a reasonable tendency regarding 

the overall urban transportation, some cases suffer from strong external factors and consequently take a 

different bias. This fact is remarkably noted concerning New York and London. In spite of presenting a 

demure development that matches reasonably the tendency line, the literature regarding New York 

public transportation ridership suggest that this phenomenon is recent. Rather, decades before, New 

York transport authorities was struggling to combat deep steps in ridership and revenues. This hidden 

development suggests being similar to available London declining pattern. In accordance to previous 

data, from 1971 to 2001 London presented a well-defined public transportation loss, changing radically 

in only one decade. However, the causes for such changing are unknown and probably different. 

Fifth, Tokyo and London found highlighted position on most regressions. While Tokyo presented the 

highest HCPT share, a significant private transportation decline, almost minimum LCPT share, and the 

only profitable services, London presented an unstable development, a remarkable private transportation 

dominance, and loss-making HCPT services. However, the trend line on regression eight and nine 

suggest that, even experiencing private transport dominance for some instant, the other cases may 

develop a potential to behave similar to Tokyo. The London remarkable displacement arose a relevant 

question: Are worldwide megacities and European largest cities unable for comparison? Further, does 

European largest cities behave as non-megacities? 

Finally, based on the operational costs recovery and the potential for future profit presented by Seoul, 

Bangkok, and Delhi, and the already profit-making São Paulo18, how should be the public government 

reinvestment strategy? What are the benefits from public investment over either private or public 

activities? 

  

                                                      
18 Regarding fare box recovery ratio from 2014. 
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6 

FUTURE WORK 

 

 

This research results and debate lead to three future research sheds. First, the methodology should be 

improved and the missing data gathered, in the attempt to fill some open gaps and confirm the validation 

of the process. Consequently, the research for more data, and new cases, should continue in the future, 

monitoring the robustness of the development pattern and sights of change. An imaginative hypothetical 

scenario supports this first research field: considering the existence of the previous optimal variables, 

what would be the changing travel pattern from 1850 to 1900? Moreover, what to expect regarding the 

later 1900-1950, and future 2000-2050? 

Second, the same kind of analysis should be applied to other urban agglomerations sizes, regarding 

always a minimum of comparative standards and diversity. Would agglomerations with 5 to 10 million 

or 1 to 5 million behave similarly or significantly different? Are HCPT able to perform reasonable 

services on different urban realities? Would London finally found a similar pattern when compared to 

non-mega-city cases? 

Finally, instead of remaining in the macro level, further investigation should go deeper and research the 

microeconomics of megacities urban transportation. Consequently, the selected variables would change 

significantly, as well as the methodological approach. Moreover, while for macroeconomic analysis 

more comparable cases a determinant to robust the results, a more detailed micro approach would 

probably lead to a minor number of case study, refining the selection process to avoid critical situations.  

However, although it seems a quite different approach and universe, any further microeconomic 

analyses should necessarily regard much of the findings defined in the macro level. The changing of 

scope also change the questions concerns and objectives. Instead of researching for global patterns and 

distorted bias, the microeconomic focus on understanding the engine behind a certain pattern. 

(Almec Corporation Oriental Consultants Co. Ltd., 2012; Angel et al., 2011; Bijender and Joginder, 

2014; Choiejit and Teungfung, 2005; Duhau and Giglia, 2007; Glanville and Glanville, 2011; Rodrigues 

and Silva, 2009; Shoji, 2001; Slack and Chattopadhyay, 2009; Tulyasuwan, 2013; Wismadi et al., 2013; 

Yusuf and Nabeshima, 2006) 
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I.1 STANDARDS 

All maps are presented regarding north orientation and a standard scale of 1:750.000. The dots represent 

the station’s location and the grey buffer the HCPT service coverage area.  

I.1.1. TOKYO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coverage 

area 

(Km²)

Built-up 

area ratio 

(%)

609.49 43.51%

TOKYO - 1978

Coverage 

area 

(Km²)

Built-up 

area ratio 

(%)

645.00 45.79%

TOKYO - 1988

Coverage 

area 

(Km²)

Built-up 

area ratio 

(%)

678.75 46.96%

TOKYO - 1998
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I.1.2. NEW YORK 

  

  

I.1.3. JAKARTA 

 

 

 

 

 

Coverage 

area 

(Km²)

Built-up 

area ratio 

(%)

690.17 47.59%

TOKYO - 2008

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

325.66 41.28%

NEW YORK - 1997

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

333.86 42.31%

NEW YORK - 2007

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

200.61 30.67%

JAKARTA - 2010
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I.1.4. BANGKOK 

 

 

 

 

  

Coverage 
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Built-up area 

ratio (%)

36.35 3.54%

BANGKOK - 2003

Coverage 
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Built-up area 

ratio (%)

91.10 8.88%

BANGKOK - 2015
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I.1.5. LONDON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coverage 

area (Km²)

Built-up area 

ratio (%)

439.06 27.93%

LONDON - 1971

Coverage 
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Built-up area 

ratio (%)

443.50 28.21%

LONDON - 1981
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ratio (%)

452.77 28.80%

LONDON - 1991
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I.1.6. DELHI 

 

 

 

 

  

Coverage 

area (Km²)

Built-up area 

ratio (%)

471.81 30.01%

LONDON - 2001

Coverage 

area (Km²)

Built-up area 

ratio (%)

478.78 30.45%

LONDON - 2011

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

106.90 15.23%

DELHI - 2008
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I.1.7. SÃO PAULO 

  

  

  

  

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

67.30 6.95%

SÃO PAULO - 1978

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

101.64 10.50%

SÃO PAULO - 1988

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

122.95 12.70%

SÃO PAULO - 1998

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

171.70 17.73%

SÃO PAULO - 2008
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I.1.8. MEXICO CITY 

  

  

  

  
  

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

57.15 7.23%

MEXICO CITY - 1972

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

108.99 13.80%

MEXICO CITY - 1983

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

174.47 22.08%

MEXICO CITY - 1994

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

200.52 25.38%

MEXICO CITY - 2007
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I.1.9. SEOUL 

  

  

  

  
 

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

206.60 34.15%

SEOUL - 1990

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

247.70 40.94%

SEOUL - 1996

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

354.38 58.58%

SEOUL - 2002

Coverage area (Km²) Built-up area ratio (%)

376.80 62.28%

SEOUL - 2010


